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FICHA CATALOGRÁFICA

SINOPSE

O foco central dessa tese foi investigar como as
mudanças climáticas podem afetar a floresta
Amazônica,
considerando
diferentes
escalas.
Características eco fisiológicas foram medidas e
relacionadas com a os gradientes ambientais, taxas de
crescimento e mortalidade das espécies.
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RESUMO
Essa tese foi elaborada para entender algumas das interações entre os gradientes
ambientais e as propriedades hidráulicas e de ganho de carbono de espécies
arbóreas na Amazônia e como isso potencialmente pode influenciar as relações com
a dinâmica dessa floresta. Especificamente, no primeiro capítulo estudo a amplitude
de
variação
intraespecífica
de
características
hidráulicas
e
de
aquisição/conservação de carbono de duas espécies dominantes em uma floresta na
Amazônia central, e investigo como características ambientais e ontogenéticas
afetam a variação intraespecífica dessas duas espécies. Encontrei uma alta
variabilidade intraespecífica das características estudadas. A variação nas
características hidráulicas dos indivíduos esteve mais associada à variação hídrica
do solo ao longo de gradientes topográficos, enquanto a variação de características
de ganho/conservação e carbono foram mais ligadas à variações ontogenéticas e de
luz. Além disso, a existência destas diferentes pressões de seleção de características
funcionais dos indivíduos leva a um desacoplamento na coordenação entre
aquisição/conservação de carbono e características de uso de água, quebrando os
padrões que são geralmente reportados entre diferentes espécies.
No segundo capítulo estudo características funcionais hidráulicas e de ganho de
carbono no nível da comunidade. Especificamente, eu testei se as características
hidráulicas e fotossintéticas que se espera que sejam sensíveis à temperatura das
folhas seriam bons preditores do crescimento diamétrico e, se através disso,
poderiam afetar os padrões de abundância relativa das espécies. Neste capítulo
estudamos 103 indivíduos cobrindo 33 espécies em uma floresta na Amazônia
central. Eu encontrei que as características funcionais testadas são boas preditoras
do crescimento e que as árvores que possuem menores taxas de crescimento são as
mais raras na floresta e que também são as mais seguras hidraulicamente. A
diferença entre a temperatura ambiente e a temperatura ótima da fotossíntese de
cada espécie afetam a assimilação de carbono, e através deste caminho, afetam
indiretamente a dominância das espécies. Assim, a sensibilidade à temperatura
pode ser usada para prever as mudanças de composição de espécies em função de
mudanças climáticas.
No terceiro capítulo estudo os determinantes das características hidráulicas de
árvores em diferentes sítios ao longo da bacia Amazônica, para poder prever a
vulnerabilidade do ecossistema às secas. Especificamente, eu testei quais fatores
ambientais (a profundidade do lençol freático, a fertilidade do solo e o déficit de
precipitação do local) são mais importantes para definir vulnerabilidade ao
embolismo de 165 árvores cobrindo 64 espécies, em 4 sítios que combinam todas
as variações dos 3 fatores ambientais. Encontrei que o lençol freático superficial e a
alta fertilidade são particularmente mais importantes para a definição de um
sistema hidráulico vulnerável do que um suprimento constante de água via
precipitação (i.e., baixo déficit sazonal precipitação no local). Para discutir a
implicação desses resultados eu modelei a distribuição da vulnerabilidade ao
embolismo ao longo da bacia amazônica e discuto as possíveis estratégias de árvores
para lidar com isto.
Palavras chaves: Mudanças climáticas, ecofisiologia, anéis de crescimento,
tolerância à seca
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CHAPTER 1
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Fig. 1: Plots of the best statistical models for how intrinsic and environmental factors
modulate variations in hydraulic characteristics for shade-tolerant species P.
hebetatum (a-d) and partial shade-tolerant S. micranthum (e-h). Differences in the
water potential at which 50% of conductivity is lost (P50) in plateaus and valleys
for (a) P. hebetatum and (e) S. micranthum. Water potential point associated with
88% of conductivity loss (P88) for (b) P. hebetatum and (f) S. micranthum. A proxy
for hydraulic resistance to embolism associated with stomatal regulation [P12-P50]
for (c) P. hebetatum and (g) S. micranthum. The partial effects derived from the
multiple regression of models considering the interaction effect between crown
exposure to light and hydrological environment on P50 for (e) P. hebetatum and (h)
S. micranthum. Plateau (circle; black) and valley (triangle; gray).
Fig. 2: Plots of the best statistical models for how intrinsic and environmental factors
modulate variations in wood density (WD) for a shade-tolerant species P. hebetatum
(a-e) and partial shade-tolerant S. micranthum (f-j). Relationship between age and
wood density for (a) P. hebetatum and (f) S. micranthum. Relationship between
height and wood density for (b) P. hebetatum and (g) S. micranthum. The panels c-d
and h-i are the partial regressions derived from the multiple regression models. The
partial effect of the hydrological environment on wood density for (c) P. hebetatum
and (h) S. micranthum. The partial effect of the interaction between age and the
hydrological environment on wood density for (d) P. hebetatum and (i) S.
micranthum. Relationship between crown exposure to light and wood density for
(e) P. hebetatum and (j) S. micranthum. Plateau (circle; black) and valley (triangle;
gray).
Fig. 3: Plots of the best statistical models for how intrinsic and environmental factors
modulate variations in leaf mass area (LMA) for shade-tolerant species P. hebetatum
(a-c) and partial shade-tolerant S. micranthum (d-f). Relationship between height
and LMA for (a) P. hebetatum and (d) S. micranthum. The partial regressions derived
from the multiple regression models are presented in panels b-c and e-f. The partial
effect of crown exposure to light for (b) P. hebetatum and (e) S. micranthum. The
partial effect of the hydrological environment on LMA for (c) P. hebetatum and (f) S.
micranthum.
Fig. 4: Principal component analysis (PCA) of embolism resistance (P50, P88 and
[P12-P50]), leaf mass area (LMA), and wood density (WD) for both studied species,
in two distinct hydrological environments, plateau (circle) and valley (triangle).

CHAPTER 2
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Fig. 1. Distribution of 𝑉!"#$ responses to leaf temperature for the studied species, the
red line represents the modeled response. The dotted vertical line is the optimum
temperature point for each species while the blue line indicates the average of
maximum temperature in the environment (𝑇"#$%&' ).
Fig. 2. Distribution of diurnal environment temperature in the studied site in blue.
In red the distribution of optimal temperature for assimilation 𝑇()*+,#* across the
species and green optimal temperature to maximum carboxylation rate 𝑇()*-!"#$ .
The vertical dotted line is corresponding 𝑇"#$%&' .
Fig. 3. Partial effect from the interactions between assimilation at optimal
temperature (𝐴,#*.()* ) and maximum carboxylation rate at optimal temperature
(𝑉!"#$.()* ), and P12 and P88 (12% and 88% of embolism levels points) over
diameter growth rate considering significant statistical models (Table 1).
Fig. 4. Proposed path model representing four levels of causal relationships,
including the relationship between the difference in average maximum air
environmental temperature(𝑇"#$%&' ) maximum carboxylation rate at optimal
temperature (𝑉!"#$.()* ) (i.e., representing the safety margin that leaves are
operating at their optimal from the environmental maximum temperatures). The
second level is how the physiological level traits (𝐴,#*.()* , 𝑉!"#$.()* , P12, P50 and
P88) are driving performance (diametric growth rate). The third level is how growth
rates can affect the relative dominance (Dominance rank) reflecting in the fourth
level the ecology of these species. The numbers by the arrows indicate the path
coefficients (b, standardized partial regression coefficients) with their statistical
significance ( * P < 0.05; ** P < 0.005; *** P < 0.001), the signals indicate the positive
and negative effects. The indirect effects (dashed arrows) through the paths, were
calculated by multiplying the coefficients along the different paths and summing all
the paths to compose the partial effect, the numbers by dashed arrow. The dashed
line at the right hand indicates the net effect of temperature on the species rank,
while the dashed line on the left hand indicates the net thermal effect on tree growth
performance.
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Fig. 1: The best statistical models (ΔAIC = 0; Table 1) considering phosphorus (P) as
fertility (a-c) water potential point indicating the start of cavitation (P12); (d-f)
water potential at which 50% loss of conductivity is lost (P50); (g-h) water potential
point associated with dieback (P88). The lines fitted represent the partial effect from
the best model considering P, showing the significant relationship between (a, d and
g) WTD versus P12, P50 and P88 respectively. Non-significative effect of P to predict
P12 (b) and the significant relationship between P versus P50 and P88 (e and h). (c
and f) significant interaction with P and maximum climatological water deficit
(MCWD) to predict P12 and P50 and non-significant effect on P88 (i). The colors are
representing the soil fertility as exchangeable cations concentration (ECC), low <
1,21> high (cmol/kg), notice in panels b, e, and h sites with soils rich in ECC do not
necessarily have high soil phosphorus availability. close to zero WTD means shallow
water table depth to -20 which means deep water table.
Fig 2. Embolism resistance modeled along the basin considering (a) P12 (b) P50 and
(c) P88. The circles are the annual mortality rates from Esquivel-Muelbert et al.,
2021, circle size proportional to the mortality rate. The graphs inserted in a, b and c
represent the relationship between mortality versus P12, P50 and P88 respectively.
Fig 3. Density of distribution of embolism resistance modeled across the amazon and
separated by different regions with high fertility considering exchangeable cations
concentration above 1,21 (cmol/kg) and deep-water-table above than 5m, for (a)
P12; (b)P50 and (c) P88 also represented by the colors.
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at optimal temperature (𝐴,#*.()* ) and maximum carboxylation rate at optimal
temperature (𝑉!"#$.()* ), and 12% 50% and 88% embolism levels points (P12, P50
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Table 1: Statistical models (ΔAIC < 2) considering water table depth (WTD);
Maximum Climatological Water Deficit (MCWD); and soil fertility represented by
phosphorus (P) to predict the water potential point indicating the start of cavitation
(P12), the water potential at which 50% loss of conductivity is lost (P50) and the
water potential point associated with dieback (P88).

INTRODUÇÃO GERAL
Os serviços prestados pelos ecossistemas florestais são fundamentais para
o bem-estar humano, saúde, subsistência e sobrevivência (Costanza et al. 2014). A
Amazônia, em particular, abriga uma grande diversidade de espécies, em 5.5
milhões de Km² de floresta contínua, e essa diversidade contribui com uma
quantidade enorme de umidade na atmosfera através da transpiração, adicionando
20 bilhões de toneladas de água na atmosfera por dia (Nobre 2016). Além disso, a
Amazônia é responsável por 14% do carbono fixado pela fotossíntese na biosfera
terrestre e 17% do carbono estocado pela vegetação (Malhi and Grace 2000; Zhao
and Running 2010; Feldpausch et al. 2012).
A fisiologia associada ao ganho de carbono e perda de água estão
intimamente associadas, e toda essa quantidade de água perdida para atmosfera e
carbono assimilado faz parte da contribuição que acontece individualmente em cada
árvore na floresta. De forma geral, as árvores necessitam de água para manter a
condutância estomática e assim a assimilação de CO2 durante a fotossíntese. A água
é retirada do solo pelas raízes, transportada através dos troncos para as folhas, e
perdida para atmosfera por meio da transpiração. Uma única árvore pode perder de
2 a 400 litros de água por dia através dos estômatos que estão abertos para a
captação de CO2 (Kline et al. 1970; Wullschleger and Meinzer 1998; Aparecido et al.
2016). A arquitetura hidráulica das plantas é responsável pelo transporte eficiente
da água, influenciando o potencial hídrico (Sperry 2000). Os potenciais hídricos
mais negativos colocam o sistema de transporte hidráulico das plantas sob estresse,
e à medida que aumentam as tensões dentro do vaso pode existir a expansão de
gases que estão dissolvidos na água formando bolhas que interrompem o fluxo de

água (Tyree, Davis, and Cochard 1994; Lens et al. 2013; Zwieniecki and Secchi
2015). Quando a maioria dos vasos condutores se enche de ar, o transporte de água
torna-se limitado, reduzindo a transpiração até que sejam produzidos novos
elementos de vaso ou quando há mecanismos para recuperação desses vasos
embolizados (Hacke et al. 2001; Cochard and Delzon 2013; Trifilò et al. 2014). Em
último caso, o aumento da cavitação pode causar a disfunção do xilema,
desencadeando a morte do indivíduo (p.ex. Rowland et al. 2015). Existem
mecanismos pelos quais as plantas podem regular o transporte de água para evitar
falhas hidráulicas, incluindo ajustes estruturais e fisiológicos (Maseda and
Fernández 2006). Em curto prazo, o fechamento estomático é o principal
mecanismo para evitar altas taxas de transpiração e consequentemente potenciais
hídricos excessivamente negativos, refletindo diretamente no ganho de carbono
(Mitchell et al. 2013).
Muitos cientistas estão interessados em entender as compensações e os
mecanismos subjacentes ao ganho de carbono e regulação hídrica em espécies
tropicais, e apesar dos esforços das últimas décadas ainda sabemos pouco sobre a
fisiologia da grande diversidade de espécies amazônicas. Portanto, nosso
entendimento de como elas estão funcionando ao longo dos gradientes ambientais
atuais e como poderão responder às futuras mudanças nos padrões de precipitação
local e o aumento da temperatura causados pelas mudanças climáticas é limitado.
Alguns estudos (Cox et al. 2000; Oyama and Nobre 2003) sugerem que as
futuras mudanças climáticas irão reduzir a eficiência do sistema terrestre em
absorver carbono. Com o aumento da mortalidade de árvores, a Amazônia poderá
se tornar uma fonte de carbono para a atmosfera (Doughty et al. 2015). Por outro
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lado, existem hipóteses, considerando modelos climáticos, sugerindo que mesmo
com as alterações de uso da terra e mudanças climáticas a floresta Amazônica pode
não sofrer alterações (Friedlingstein et al. 2006). Essas divergências nos cenários
futuros são causadas principalmente pelas diferentes representações de processos
ecológicos que definem o funcionamento do ecossistema. Assim, os estudos que
consideram a interação entre a aquisição de carbono e as relações hídricas são
importantes para entender e modelar melhor o ciclo hidrológico e de carbono no
planeta. Além disso, considerar mecanismos hidráulicos ajuda a melhorar os
modelos, possibilitando projetar de forma mais acurada o futuro dos ecossistemas
florestais (Christoffersen et al. 2016).
Especificamente, o Brasil abriga 60% do território do bioma Amazônico
(aproximadamente 3 milhões de km²). O reflexo da política de ocupação da
Amazônia brasileira no passado, associada com a deplorável política ambiental atual
gerou muitos problemas ambientais, principalmente o aumento do desmatamento
na região, reduzindo 19% (766.448 Km²) da cobertura original (PRODES, 2016), e
com aumento crescente nos últimos anos (10.129 km2 em 2019 e 10.851 km2 em
2020). Com os incentivos políticos atuais, é razoável supor que a floresta será
destruída antes mesmo de conhecermos como ela funciona. De alguma forma é
preciso acreditar que estudar aspectos ecológicos e fisiológicos de árvores
amazônicas vai contribuir para a preservação desse bioma, muito embora, às
sombras e incertezas do presente momento, tudo isso parece soar como sonho
idealista inatingível. Não obstante, essa tese foi desenhada para entender as
interações ambientais entre as propriedades hidráulicas e de ganho de carbono de
espécies arbóreas na Amazônia e como isso pode influenciar as relações com a
dinâmica dessa floresta. O trabalho foi dividido em três capítulos onde investiguei:
15

1) Como os gradientes hidrológicos locais, luz, altura e idade estruturam a
variabilidade intraespecífica das características funcionais em duas espécies de
árvores dominantes na Amazônia central. 2) Como assimilação de carbono na
temperatura ótima e à resistência à embolia são relacionados ao crescimento e aos
padrões de abundância relativa das espécies em uma floresta amazônica 3) Como o
déficit climático de precipitação, a fertilidade do solo e a profundidade do lençol
freático afetam a hidráulica de árvores na Amazônia.
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CHAPTER 1

Local hydrological gradients structure high intraspecific variability in plant
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Please provide a statement that in fewer than 30 words highlights the novelty of the paper
for the non-expert:
Amazonian tree species have high intraspecific trait variation (ITV). Despite such
variability, species still function differently from each other. The high ITV suggests high
population level resilience to climate change.
Under Review: Journal of Experimental Botany

ABSTRACT
Addressing intraspecific variability of functional traits helps understand how climate
change might influence the distribution of organismal traits across environments, but
is notably understudied in the Amazon, especially for plant-hydraulic traits often used
to project drought responses.
We quantified intraspecific trait variability of leaf mass per area (LMA), wood density
(WD) and hydraulic traits (xylem embolism resistance) for two dominant centralAmazonian tree species, along gradients of water and light availability, while
accounting for tree age and height.
Intraspecific variability in hydraulic traits (e.g., P50) was high, with within-species
variability comparable to the whole-community variation. Hydraulic-trait variation
was modulated mostly by the hydrological environment, with higher embolism
resistance of trees growing on deep water table plateaus, as compared to shallow water
table valleys. Intraspecific variability of LMA and WD was mostly modulated by
intrinsic factors and light. The different environmental and intrinsic drivers of
variation among and within-individuals lead to an uncoupled coordination among
carbon acquisition/conservation and water use traits.
Our findings suggest multivariate ecological strategies driving tropical tree
distributions even within species, and reflect differential within-population
sensitivities along environmental gradients. Therefore, intraspecific trait variability
must be considered for accurate predictions of climate-change responses of tropical
forests.
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Keywords: Light environment; hydrological environment; tree rings; central Amazon;
hydraulic; environmental gradients; wood traits; niche partitioning.

INTRODUCTION
The Amazon is renowned for containing the world’s largest rainforest,
exhibiting exceptional species diversity (Cardoso et al., 2017; Ter Steege et al., 2020),
and high functional diversity (Asner et al., 2014). Functional traits can link
ecophysiology to community via tradeoffs that define life-history strategies and
performance, thus influencing population demographic rates (Poorter et al., 2018;
Schmitt et al., 2020; Westerband et al., 2021). This high trait diversity arises from a
combination of genetic variation and phenotypic plasticity and results in adaptations
to a range of environmental conditions across space and time. However functional
variability of plants has been frequently collapsed at the species level by using mean
values, thus ignoring intraspecific trait variability (ITV). There is evidence that ITV is
the effective level when making predictions about plant community assembly and
ecosystem functioning (Violle et al., 2012; Siefert et al., 2015) improving predictions of
vegetation responses to environmental change. This is particularly the case when we
move from global to more regional scales (Siefert et al., 2015; Pritzkow et al., 2020)
and from organ-level traits to integrative traits involving whole-tree responses
(Maseda & Fernández, 2006), as the latter tend to be more sensitive to the environment
and show higher ITV as a result of local genetic adaptation and phenotypic plasticity.
Tropical forests have high heterogeneity of plant relevant factors, even at
local scales, such as light, water availability and soil nutrients (Oliveira et al., 2021).
This can lead to multiple strategies and trait adjustments to deal with changing
conditions along ontogeny and across the landscape. In addition to variation due to
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local genetic adaptation and plastic phenotypic adjustment to environmental variation,
functional traits can vary in response to intrinsic factors, such as plant size or age
(Domec et al., 2005; Santiago et al., 2018; Skelton et al., 2019). However, few studies
have tried to tease apart the intrinsic and environmental influences on plant functional
traits in tropical forests. Theoretically, environmental selection is expected to be a
strong driver of the phenotype of traits that are more integrative than of organ level
traits (Marks & Lechowicz, 2006a,b; Dias et al., 2020).
Previous works show that hydraulic traits can vary among-species along
global-scale climatic gradients, and across local-scale soil hydrological gradients
(Cosme et al., 2017; Oliveira et al., 2019; Fontes et al., 2020). Valley species with close
proximity to groundwater tend to be more vulnerable to embolism (i.e., less negative
P50; the water potential at which 50% of conductivity is lost) than trees growing on
plateaus. Also, there is evidence demonstrating that hydraulic traits can change with
tree size, depending on taxonomic identity (Bittencourt et al., 2020). However, it is
unknown whether such differences only occur primarily at the interspecific level and
higher-order taxonomic ranks, or if variation can also be high at the within-species
level. Unlike hydraulic traits, leaf mass per area (LMA) among-species tends to respond
to tree height following the light gradient and nutrients (Domingues et al., 2005;
Cavaleri et al., 2010; Kenzo et al., 2015). At the local scale, high light levels can usually
induce interspecific variability in LMA by the development of thicker mesophyll layers
in leaves, resulting in higher LMA in top-canopy leaves (Coble & Cavaleri, 2014; Kenzo
et al., 2015). Conversely, shade-tolerant tree species confined to the understory are
expected to have low LMA, as investments in larger leaf areas improve light
interception. Thus, along the forest vertical profile, the gradient of light availability can
be expected to induce high ITV in LMA (Rosas et al., 2019), but primarily in species that
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grow across a range of light intensities. Wood density (WD) is also sensitive to both
extrinsic and intrinsic factors, and at local scales, WD can vary within-species (Cosme
et al., 2017; Rosas et al., 2019). WD is generally positively related to resistance to
hydraulic failure and survival (Hacke et al., 2001; Maherali et al., 2004), but negatively
related to radial growth rates (King et al., 2005; Poorter et al., 2008; Joseph Wright et
al., 2010), which makes WD a more integrative trait. WD can also respond to age
variation (Domec & Gartner, 2003), with older trees having an increased proportion of
large-diameter vessels and hence lower wood density (Mencuccini et al., 1997; Domec
& Gartner, 2001) however the wood density relationships and age have not been
studied within species in tropical environments. Although some sources of
intraspecific variation of traits related to water and carbon acquisition/conservation
have been studied, this short review clearly indicates the need for an integrated
evaluation of their intrinsic and extrinsic drivers.
Of the different plant functional traits, recent studies have highlighted the
important role of hydraulic traits in understanding plant responses to climate change
(Anderegg et al., 2016; Blackman et al., 2019). Plant hydraulic traits may
integrate plant strategies, driven by trade-offs related to plant water stress and
carbon uptake (Adams et al., 2017; McDowell et al., 2018). A widely used perspective
contrasts expensive short-lived leaves (low leaf mass area - LMA - and low wood
density -WD) with rapid returns on carbon and nutrient investments vs. costly longlived leaves (high LMA and WD) with slow returns on investments (Wright et al., 2005;
Díaz et al., 2016). Plants lose water to capture CO2, and thus some integration is
expected between traits related to water and traits related to CO2 capture and
conservation in response to environmental changes (Wright et al., 2005; Reich, 2014).
However, there is also some evidence of a decoupling between leaf and wood traits
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across species (Baraloto et al., 2010; Laughlin et al., 2017; Umaña & Swenson, 2019),
which leads to the alternative expectation that if functional traits at different
organizational levels are under different environmental pressures, there may not be a
strict coordination among them, both among and within species.
Here we study the ITV associated with water use and carbon
acquisition/conservation to understand whether they respond to the same or to
different pressures, and if so, whether environmental or intrinsic adjustments occur at
the organ/trait level or at the integrated individual level. We focus on two dominant
tree species widely distributed in central Amazonian forests, one shade-tolerant (ST)
species confined to the understory and the other a partially shade-tolerant (PST)
species that can reach the canopy during its lifetime. Specifically, we posit the following
three questions and hypotheses: 1) What is the degree of intraspecific variation of LMA,
WD and hydraulic traits (e.g., P50, and P88) in these two species and does this differ
between the PST and ST tree species? We hypothesize that the amount of trait variation
is a function of the range of environmental variation. Thus, we predict large LMA
variations in the PST species because this species experiences greater variation in
height and light environments through ontogeny. We predict that wood density and
hydraulic trait variations are expected to be large in both species because they are well
distributed along the local hydrological gradient. 2) How do environmental gradients
(light and hydrological environment) and intrinsic gradients (age, height) drive
functional traits within these two species? We hypothesize that trait adjustments along
environmental variation will be driven by the environmental or intrinsic gradient more
directly relevant to the acquisition/conservation of the resource performed by each
trait. We predict that within-species, hydraulic traits will be mainly driven by the
hydrological environment, while LMA will be driven by factors associated with light
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and height. WD can be harder to predict because it integrates several functions. 3) Is
there a coordination between leaf functional traits (LMA) and branch functional traits
e.g., (WD P50, and P88), even when these traits are driven by different environmental
and intrinsic factors? We hypothesize that a coordination of trait adjustments depends
on common selection pressures among them. Given the expected differences in the
drivers of variation for each trait described above, we predict no coordination in the
variation among them.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
STUDY SITE
The study was conducted at Ducke Reserve, located in the central Amazon
region (2° 55’ 47.80’’ S; 59° 58’ 30.34’’ W) and covering 10,000 ha (10 km × 10 km) of
the primary terra-firme rainforest. The climate has small seasonal variation in air
temperature, with monthly average temperatures ranging from 24 to 27 °C. The total
annual precipitation is 2,600 mm, with a dry season (<100 mm month-1) occurring
typically between July and September. Relative humidity reaches a minimum monthly
average value of 75% in August, and a maximum average of 92% in April, during the
period of high precipitation (Costa et al., 2020). The landscape is characterized by the
topography of alternating plateaus and valleys, with plateau elevation of 90 to 120 m
and valley elevation of 40-65 m. Soils in the plateau regions have a high clay fraction
(90%), dominated by clay yellow latosol soils with a 20-40 m deep water table
(Chauvel et al., 1987). In valleys, soils are sandy and hydromorphic, where the water
table is close to the surface (<2 m deep) and soils are nearly permanently saturated
during the rainy season (Hodnett et al., 1997). The average height of the canopy in the
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plateaus is 30 m and in the valleys, it is 25 m (Stark et al., 2012). Emergent trees reach
40-45 m height (Guillaumet, 1987).

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND SPECIES
We focused the study on two common species of central Amazon trees.
These species are dominant both in terms of stem number and basal area (Fauset et al.,
2015): Scleronema micranthum (Malvaceae) (the PST species that reach the canopy)
and Protium hebetatum (Burseraceae) (the ST species found primarily in the subcanopy) (See details in Fig. S1). Between the two species, we sampled a total of 45
healthy individuals without liana infestation, distributed to cover the extremes of the
local soil hydrologic gradient (i.e., plateaus and valleys). We covered the range of
heights achieved by each species (from maximum height to the minimum height that
still allowed for collecting material for physiological analysis without severely affecting
the individual): between 3.24-24.8 m for P. hebetatum and between 4.1-35.14 m for S.
micranthum. This sampling scheme allowed us to have a range of tree sizes and ages
within each hydrological environment. We discarded some individual measurements
as these were unreliable or overly noisy, including the age data of two trees of each
species that presented unclear and problematic ring structures, and vulnerability
curves for six trees. The final number of sampled trees included nine trees on the
plateaus and eleven in valleys for S. micranthum, and nine trees on plateaus and ten
trees in valleys for P. hebetatum, totaling 39 analyzed individuals. We have focused on
variation among individuals which can be driven by phenotypic plasticity in response
to the environment and/or genetic variation. We do not quantify the genetic variability,
but we expect to be low given the small spatial sampled area (6 km²).

ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
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In order to contrast hydrological environments of plateau and valley areas,
we used the Height Above the Nearest Drainage (HAND) as a proxy to the vertical
distance of the soil surface to the groundwater (Rennó et al., 2008). Plants were
sampled at sites with HAND around 1-7.3m in the valleys (i.e., shallow water tables)
and 32-37.5m on plateaus (i.e., deep water tables).
We measured an index of the light position of a tree crown relative to its
neighbors following the protocol proposed by (Dawkins & Field, 1978), in which three
different observers assign a score of each individual crown exposure to light, and the
average score is then computed. Light levels that were scored included crowns with
their top fully exposed to light (light exposure index of 5) to the crown in full shade
(light exposure index of 1), see illustrations and the respective scores in the protocol
(Dawkins & Field, 1978).

FUNCTIONAL TRAITS
We sampled trees in September 2019, for tall trees, a climber collected
branches from the middle of the canopy. To standardize the height of the sampled
branch in relation to the total height of the tree, branches were collected from the
middle portion of the crown, using a pruner. In the tallest trees, the collected branches
were exposed to partial solar radiation, the smaller trees were shaded by the forest
canopy. Branches were collected at pre-dawn, immediately wrapped in a moist paper
towel and placed into a dark plastic bag. The samples were brought back to the lab
within 1 hour of branch collection.
In the lab, we used the pneumatic method (Pereira et al., 2016; Zhang et al.,
2018) that measures air discharged from embolized xylem vessels during bench-top
dehydration of branches, to obtain percent loss of conductivity (PLC) curves in relation
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to declines of xylem water potential (x). This method allows for data collection of many
samples over a short period of time, which was imperative given the study design and
execution under field conditions. This method performs well for a large range of
species ((Pereira et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018). To avoid potential artifacts due to
leakage from open vessels, we sampled branches that were longer (>81cm) than the
maximum vessel lengths measured in this site (75.6 cm; see details in Fig. S2).
Measurements were made on two branches per individual tree (See Fig. S3). Before
each measurement, we bagged branches for 40 min to equilibrate the xylem water
potential. At full hydration, we took the first branch water potential measurement
using a pressure chamber (PMS, Pressure Chamber Instrument, Oregon, USA), followed
by measurements of air discharge. In order to decrease the branch water potential
values, we used the benchtop dehydration method (Sperry & Saliendra, 1994) to dry
them while measuring x until full dehydration, and the corresponding air discharge
values. We used the standardized air discharge measurements for each branch
considering minimum and maximum values following the protocol in Pereira et al.
2016. We used percent loss conductivity (PLC) for each branch considering the
minimum and maximum values. To calculate 12%, 50%, and 88% loss of conductivity
(i.e.,P12, P50 , and P88), we pooled the data from the two branch replicates from the
same tree and fitted a line, using a nonlinear two-parameter Weibull equation (Eqn 1).
𝑃𝐿𝐶 = 1 − 𝑒 /(1! /3)

"

(1)

where x is the xylem water potential, b the scale parameter, and K the shape
parameters to be estimated. The coefficients were estimated using nonlinear leastsquares fitting in the optimx function from the optimx package on R (R Development
Core Team 2011).
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In general, vulnerability to cavitation can be inferred by three distinct points
extracted from the percent loss of hydraulic conductivity curves: P12, the xylem
tension at which pit membranes within the conducting xylem are overcome with air,
thereby indicating the start of cavitation (Crombie et al., 1985; Sparks & Black, 1999);
P50, the water potential at which 50% of conductivity is lost and represents a point of
incipient damage to plant functionality (Skelton et al., 2015); P88, the water potential
point associated with canopy dieback in angiosperms (Urli et al., 2013). Another
potentially useful metric is the difference between P12 and P50 because it corresponds
to the time period during which plants are actively regulating leaf stomata to reduce
water loss and prevent continuing cavitation (Bartlett et al., 2016). A large difference
between P12 and P50 indicates lower hydraulic resistance to embolism, while a
smaller difference between P12 and P50 suggests higher hydraulic resistance, or a
higher hydraulic sensitivity to embolism.
To evaluate the water status before the transpiration process starts, we
measured predawn water potentials on six leaves per individual tree from an extra
branch collected in the same crown position as those used for PLC curves. The branches
were kept in a black plastic bag to stop transpiration and to equilibrate the leaf and
branch xylem water potentials. The water potential measurement was made at arrival
to the laboratory 1 to 1.5 hours after sampling, following the protocol in (Turner,
1981).
Leaf mass per area (LMA) was calculated for three to five leaves per
individual from the same branches used for water potential measurements and PLC
curves. The whole leaves without petioles were scanned to calculate leaf area and then
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subsequently dried at 60 ºC to calculate dried leaf mass. LMA was determined as the
ratio between the dry mass (g) and leaf area (m2).
Wood density (WD) was calculated using the dry mass ratio (at 105°C) from
branch segments by the saturated volume method (Williamson & Wiemann, 2010).
After removal of the outer bark, three branch segments (2-4 cm in diameter) were
immersed in distilled water for 12 hours to ensure complete saturation, then the
saturated volume was measured by the water displacement method (PérezHarguindeguy et al., 2016).

INTRINSIC FACTORS
Tree height was determined trigonometrically using the distance from the
observer to the tree (measured with a measuring tape) and the angle from the
observer's eye to the canopy top (the highest visible leaf), as well as the angle to the
base of the trunk (measured with a clinometer and kept under 50º to minimize
errors). On sloping terrain, the slope of the ground in relation to the base of the tree
was also measured and the distance corrected. All height measurements were taken by
the same observer. Tree diameter at breast height (DBH) was measured at 1.30m
above ground level using a 5m diametric tape.
In order to estimate tree ages, we sampled two 5.15 mm diameter radial
wood cores from opposite sides of the trunk using an increment borer. The cores were
collected at 1.50 m above ground. In the lab, each core was glued to a support and
polished with progressively finer sand-paper (from 80 to 600 grains mm-2) until xylem
tissues (and growth rings) became visible. Subsequently, all tree-rings were identified
with the aid of a stereomicroscope using the descriptions of anatomical markers to
distinguish annual rings (Worbes, 2011; Schöngart et al., 2017). Previous studies had
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already reported the formation of annual rings for these species and provided
recommendations on how to identify the anatomical pattern of an annual ring
(Schöngart et al., 2017). For S. micranthum, we focused primarily on whether or not the
radially oriented parenchyma cells bisected ray cells (Albiero-Júnior et al., 2019) and
marginal parenchyma (See Fig. S4). For P. hebetatum, we focused on intra-annual wood
density variation (See Fig. S4). After identifying growth rings, samples were scanned at
a resolution of 2400 dpi (Epson scanner 1640SU) and ring widths measured using
Windendro software (Windendro 6.11, Regent Gay Instrument, Québec). Crossdating
within trees was usually high, but we were unable to cross-date growth curves
between trees (i.e., we found no common growth signal). We acknowledge that dating
of the rings is not absolute and that dating errors will occur. However, these species
have been proven to form annual rings in locations nearby (Ohashi et al., 2016; AlbieroJúnior et al., 2019), errors may be relatively small even when crossdating between
trees is weak (<10%; (Groenendijk et al., 2014), and small dating errors do not strongly
affect results of ecological questions (Van Der Sleen et al., 2015).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
To address question 1, evaluating the degree of ITV (LMA, WD andP50) we
computed the ratio of maximum by the minimum value for each trait. Also, we
compared the ranges ITV of our studied species to the ranges reported previously in
interspecific studies for the same site (Cosme et al. 2017 and Oliveira et al. 2019).
To address question 2, in which we evaluated how LMA, WD and hydraulic
traits (P50, P88 and P12-P50) were associated with multivariate species strategies, we
ran a principal component analysis (PCA). Pairwise trait relationships were
subsequently analyzed with Pearson’s correlations and regression analyses.
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To address question 3, we used generalized linear models (GLM) to examine
the effects of environmental (crown exposure to light and hydrological environment)
and intrinsic factors (age and height) on LMA, WD and hydraulic traits (P50, P88 and
P12-P50). Data distributions were selected to the best fit in each analysis: for the
hydraulic traits P50 and P88, the best-fit distribution was the Gumbel distribution,
while for [P12-P50], LMA and wood density, a Gamma distribution provided the best
fit. GLM analyses were run with the R package gamlss (Stasinopoulos et al., 2007). For
all the models described above, we applied the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to
identify best-fitting subset models, and to avoid the risk of over-fitting (Burnham &
Anderson, 2002), we used unsupervised model selection (dredge function, MuMIn
package, (Bartón, 2016)). We established a correlation rule excluding fixed-effects
variable pairs whose correlation was greater than 0.5. Since the number of
observations was low with respect to the number of parameters, we chose the biascorrected form AICc, which adds a greater penalty on the number of parameters. All
models within two units of the model with the lowest AICc were considered as having
strong support, and the model with the lowest AICc value was assigned as the ‘best
model’ (Burnham & Anderson, 2004). Nonetheless, we report the results of all models
with high support. The relative importance of each predictor was evaluated by
summing model weights across all the models in the full set in which the respective
predictor occurred (Table S1). All analyzes were performed on R (R Development Core
Team 2011).

RESULTS
COMPARISON OF INTRASPECIFIC VARIATION
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There was substantial intraspecific variability in wood density, LMA, and
hydraulic traits in both species (Table 1). In the shade-tolerant species, P. hebetatum,
wood density varied 1.6-fold (from 0.49 to 0.79 g cm-3), LMA varied 1.5-fold (from
71.35 to 111.58 g m-2), and P50 varied 20.7-fold (from -0.14 to -2.90 MPa, in valleys
with seasonal flooding to plateaus with a deep water table). ITV of S. micranthum was
similarly high; wood density varied 1.6-fold (from 0.46 to 0.72 g cm-3), LMA 2.8-fold
(from 38.4 to 106.11 g m-2), and P50 26.3-fold (from -0.14 to -3.68 MPa).
We compared the intraspecific ranges from our study against interspecific
ranges from previously published studies at the same site (Cosme et al., 2017; Oliveira
et al., 2019). For the interspecific range of hydraulic traits, the range of variation of P50
was -3.64 MPa (-0.56 to -4.2 MPa). In this study, the intraspecific range of P50 for S.
micranthum was -3.54 MPa (-0.14 to -3.68 MPa, 97% of interspecific range), and for P.
hebetatum was -2.76 MPa (-0.14 to -2.9 MPa, 76% of interspecific range). For the
interspecific variation of LMA, the range was 123.12 g m-2 (59.17 to 182.29 g m-2). In
this study, the LMA intraspecific range was lower for S. micranthum, 67.7 g m-2 (38.4 to
106.1 g m-2, 55% of interspecific range), and for P. hebetatum, 40.2 g m-2 (71.35 to
111.58 g m-2, 32% of interspecific range). For the interspecific range of wood density,
Cosme et al. (2017) found a range of 0.47 g cm-3 (0.48 to 0.95 g cm-3). In this study, the
WD intraspecific range for S. micranthum was 0.26 g cm-3 (0.46 to 0.72 g cm-3, 55% of
interspecific range), and for P. hebetatum, 0.3 (0.49 to 0.79 g cm-3, 63% of interspecific
range).

VARIATION

OF HYDRAULIC TRAITS ACROSS INTRINSIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL

FACTORS
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The local hydrological environment was the strongest explanatory variable
of the variation in hydraulic traits of both species (Table 2) and ranked highest across
all models (Table S1). Trees located in valleys were more hydraulically vulnerable;
specifically, P. hebetatum trees growing in valleys did not differ in P50 values from
plateau trees (Fig. 1a), but had less negative P88 (Fig. 1b), and a larger difference
between [P12-P50] (Fig. 1c) than trees on plateaus. The crown exposure to light did
not affect P50of this species (Fig 1d). S. micranthum trees growing in the valley had less
negative P50 than trees on the plateau (Fig. 1e), but we did not find differences for P88
(Fig. 1f) nor for the difference between [P12-P50] (Fig. 1g). However, P50 was affected
by an interaction between crown exposure to light and the hydrological environment
in the second-ranked model (Table 2, ΔAICc = 1.70). By examining this interaction in
partial regressions for P50, we found that S. micranthum trees growing on plateaus
reduced the embolism resistance when crowns were exposed to higher light levels,
compared to trees growing in the valley (Fig. 1h). The intrinsic factors (age and height)
of these two species did not affect any of the hydraulic traits (Table 2).
For the shade-tolerant species, P. hebetatum, wood density was not
associated with either intrinsic or environmental factors (Table 2, Fig. 2a-e). However,
for the partial shade-tolerant species S. micranthum, wood density increased with tree
age (best AICc model, Fig. 2f). Age was the variable with higher relative importance
across the full set of models to predict wood density (Table S1). Models that ranked
high also include height (second-ranked model, ΔAICc = 1.27, Fig. 2g). We found the
third-ranked model to include an interaction between tree age and hydrological
environment (ΔAICc = 1.46). To expand on this interaction, we examined the partial
regression relationships. We found that S. micranthum trees growing on plateaus
consistently had higher wood densities compared to trees growing in the valleys (Fig.
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2h). However, the lower WD in trees found in the valley was largely driven by younger
trees (Fig. 2i). Finally, the light environment had a positive effect on WD (fourth-ranked
model, ΔAICc = 1.98, Fig. 2j).
Height and light were the variables with higher relative importance in
determining LMA variability of both species (Tabel S1). For P. hebetatum, tree height
was the best predictor of LMA (Table 2, Fig. 3a), and the second-ranked model (ΔAICc
= 1.48) included the crown exposure to light (Fig. 3b) and hydrological environment
(Fig. 3c). For S. micranthum, tree height was the best predictor for LMA (Fig. 3d). We
also found models that have high support including LMA (Table 2) increases with
crown exposure to light (Fig. 3e) and LMA tends to decrease on plateaus (Fig. 3f).

TRAIT COORDINATION WITHIN THE TWO SPECIES
Considering hydraulic and economic traits, 76.6% of the variance was
explained by the first two axes of the principal component analysis (PCA, Fig. 4). The
within-species correlation between hydraulic and economic traits was low, creating
orthogonal axes; PC1 was related to the embolism resistance and PC2 to plant
economic traits. The hydraulic trait axis segregated trees with lower tolerance to
embolism and high hydraulic sensitivity to embolism to the left (see Fig. 4), and higher
tolerance to embolism and less sensitivity to embolism to the right. The grouping of
most P. hebetatum individuals and the valley individuals of S. micranthum to the left
side of the PC1 axis demonstrates a convergence of individuals growing in the
understory and in wetter soils, suggesting a common strategy of lower embolism
resistance. This is further supported through the pairwise correlation analysis that
showed significant, but weak correlations between economic and hydraulic traits, and
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only in P. hebetatum, where embolism resistance was positively related to wood
density and LMA (Table 3).

DISCUSSION
Evaluating the intraspecific trait variability (ITV) of Amazonian trees is
important to understand whether species have the capacity to adjust to environmental
changes, especially under climate change. However, there is uncertainty regarding the
degree of ITV in many tropical tree species, and whether ITV is driven by
environmental variation or primarily governed by individual intrinsic variations (e.g.,
due to size or age). We highlight three main findings to advance knowledge about these
uncertainties in tropical forests: 1) ITV of hydraulic traits (e.g., P50) was as large as the
interspecific variation previously reported for the site. Interspecific patterns of niche
diversity have long been recognized as mechanisms allowing for the high species
diversity within tropical forests (Leibold, 1995; Tilman et al., 1997), however, our
study highlights that the same degree of niche diversity can also occur within a species.
2) Local hydrological environments were a central filter of the ITV of hydraulic traits
for both species, and the tallest and oldest trees were not more hydraulically
vulnerable. However, crown exposure to light unexpectedly played a role in
modulating within-species hydraulic trait responses. 3) The ITV of LMA and WD was
modulated mostly by intrinsic factors, while hydraulic traits were modulated by the
environment, suggesting an uncoupling of the coordination between carbon uptake
and water-use traits. This uncoupling suggests that accounting for the effect of intrinsic
and environmental factors on trait ITV is critical in predicting forest responses to
future climate change.

INTRASPECIFIC VARIATION OF FUNCTIONAL TRAITS
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In order to understand community functioning and the dynamics of forest
water use and carbon acquisition/conservation along local water and light gradients,
intraspecific changes are just as important to quantify as interspecific changes (Sperry
& Saliendra, 1994; Albert et al., 2012; Kang et al., 2014; Laforest-Lapointe et al., 2014;
Siefert et al., 2015; Read et al., 2017; Laughlin et al., 2017; Ahrens et al., 2020;
Westerband et al., 2021). Our results confirmed our hypothesis that LMA variations
would be higher in the PST species because this species experiences greater variations
in height and light environments while growing to reach the canopy. We also found
high wood density and hydraulic traits variation in both species because they are
widely distributed along the hydrological gradient (Table 1, Fig. S5). Our data add to
the growing evidence of relatively high (e.g., ~40%) variation in LMA and WD within
tropical species (Poorter et al., 2018). However, for the first time, we show that the
hydraulic trait ITV for tropical species can be as high as the ITV of temperate tree
species (Skelton et al., 2019). Additionally, hydraulic traits had higher variability than
LMA and WD, suggesting that trees of these species may be able to adjust physiological
responses under future droughts.

INTRINSIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS ON TREE HYDRAULIC TRAITS
The local hydrological environment was a central filter of the ITV of
hydraulic traits across individuals widely distributed in the landscape (Fig. 1, Table 2).
For both P. hebetatum and S. micranthum, trees growing in the valley had more
vulnerable hydraulic systems than trees growing in the plateau. Previous studies
reported that species growing in valleys (Oliveira et al., 2019) and in seasonally
inundated forests (Fontes et al., 2020) were more vulnerable to embolism than those
on plateaus. Our results confirmed these previous findings that local soil water
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availability within the same microclimate influences embolism resistance through
interspecific differences; however, our results also expand to include intraspecific
variation as well. This adds to the growing body of evidence that local hydrological
conditions created by topography are critical filters of Amazonian tree hydraulic traits
among (Oliveira et al., 2019) and within species across a precipitation gradient in
Central America (Choat et al., 2007), creating a mosaic of landscape functional
structures (Kraft et al., 2008) with consequences for forest functioning (Toledo et al.,
2017).
Although we found that individuals of the partial shade-tolerant S.
micranthum growing on plateaus had more negative P50 than trees growing on valleys,
we also found that a higher crown exposure to light on the plateaus led to a less
resistant hydraulic system (less negative P50) (Fig 6h). We reason that this seemingly
contradictory finding is likely due to the fact that, during the wet season of central
Amazonia, water may not be the major growth-limiting factor for trees on plateaus,
while light is always very limited in this dense forest (Poorter et al., 2018), and that
trees, therefore, prioritize light capture over hydraulic safety. Throughout the lifetime
of a tree, the strategy of this light-requiring species is to increase water transport
efficiency in response to increases in light availability (Herbette et al., 2010), with
subsequent increased hydraulic vulnerability. Thus, building branches that have
higher hydraulic conductances (and therefore less negative P50 values) should allow
this species to maintain high leaf water potentials, stomatal conductance rates, and
consequently, high photosynthetic carbon assimilation rates (Kenzo et al., 2006). This
strategy seems to work well in the mild conditions of normal years of this region with
two to three dry months per year (<100mm, between July and September), but
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experiencing a more prolonged water deficit during drought years could increase the
hydraulic vulnerability and mortality rates (Aleixo et al., 2019).
While recent studies have suggested that taller trees are more vulnerable
to water stress related mortality (Bennett et al., 2015; Giardina et al., 2018; Liu et al.,
2019; Stovall et al., 2019), our study did not find a direct link between embolism
resistance and tree height or tree age that could provide a mechanistic explanation to
those observations. The variability in age and height that describes hydraulic
relationships can be quite difficult to untangle, given the physiological, developmental,
and mechanical interactions within the plant’s xylem. As a plant grows it experiences
changes in both its external environment and its internal physiology. Thus, a constant
straightforward set of rules orchestrating the development of all species’ adaptive
patterns under all environmental conditions should not be expected. We also did not
find changes in predawn water potentials across individuals varying in height, and
even among the tallest trees (Fig. S6). In fact, we found a nearly zero predawn water
potential, which implies soil water was readily available for trees in this forest, and that
this water availability may be enough to supply the demand in the leaves. In a more
seasonal forest, however, these relationships could be different (Bittencourt et al.,
2020), since soil-water availability decreases sharply in the dry season.
Changes in age can potentially induce higher vulnerability to embolism, for
example studies have recognized age-related changes in other species, such as in
conifers (Domec & Gartner, 2002; Domec et al., 2005), where the water transport
resistances increased along the path as they become taller, suggesting that old trees
could decrease the hydraulic resistance to improve water transport (Koch et al., 2004;
Giardina et al., 2018). However, in our study, neither species had a direct relationship
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between age and hydraulic traits. We found that both species generally increased
height and age simultaneously (Fig. S7). While the age of partial shade-tolerant species
(S. micranthum) was positively associated with exposure of the canopy to light, this
pattern was less clear in shade-tolerant, P. hebetatum (Fig. S8). Therefore, the
environment played a more important role in embolism responses than age and height.

INTRINSIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS OF LMA AND WD
Our study also highlights the differential responses in LMA, WD, and
hydraulic factors to intrinsic and environmental factors. We found ITV in LMA and WD
were more affected by intrinsic plant factors than the environment (Fig. 2,3), while
hydraulic traits were more affected by the environment (Fig. 1). Vertical gradients in
LMA were associated with height and light in both species (Fig. 3), potentially due to
leaf-morphology adjustments along vertical gradients of water stress. Decreasing
water potential with height imposes constraints on leaf turgor pressure (Scoffoni et al.,
2012), which is required for leaf cell expansion and division. Reduced turgor pressure
could result in smaller, denser leaves with densely packed cells, and subsequently,
greater LMA (Coble & Cavaleri, 2014). Increasing leaf thickness also allows a higher
density of photosynthetic cells in more developed palisade parenchyma to capitalize
on the high-light environments higher up the canopy (Kenzo et al., 2015). Therefore,
the morphological adjustments on LMA seem to respond to light availability and might
result in increases in photosynthetic rates.
The influence of intrinsic or environmental factors on wood density was
less clear between the two species (Fig. 2). In the shade-tolerant species, P. hebetatum,
wood density was not influenced by tree age, height, light level, or hydrological
environment. On the other hand, in the partial shade-tolerant species S. micrantham,
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both intrinsic and environmental factors influenced variation in wood density, but the
significant interactions between these terms made it challenging to untangle the
mechanistic reasons. Wood density increased with tree age and height (Fig. 2f,g), but
this was mediated by the fact that older trees growing in the valley tended to have a
higher wood density (Fig. 2i), which is consistent with the need for stronger structural
support as trees become taller with age (Domec & Gartner, 2002). However, more
generally, we found that trees on the plateau had denser wood than trees in the valley
(Fig. 2h), indicating that soil water availability was also important in modulating this
trait (Cosme et al., 2017; Rocha et al., 2020). More research examining the impacts of
water availability on wood density as trees age (or grow taller) and how wood-density
patterns vary within trees (from patterns at breast height to canopy branches) is
needed to further untangle these results.

TRADEOFFS BETWEEN FUNCTIONAL TRAITS
The divergent strategies among LMA and WD (mostly modulated by
intrinsic factors and light) and hydraulic traits (mostly modulated by the hydrological
environment) led to low coordination of these two groups of traits in the shade tolerant
species, and a lack of coordination in the partial shade tolerant species. We also
observed that individuals of the shade tolerant species were mostly associated with
the lower resistance side of the hydraulic axis, indicating that this species is more
vulnerable to embolism than the partial shade tolerant species (Fig. 4). The different
strategies indicate that varying severities of drought will likely impact these two
species differently in central Amazonia.
We did not find a clear support for the hypothesis of a strong selection along
trait-tradeoff axes for either tree species (Reich, 2014). Orthogonal axes among leaf
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and wood properties, indicating poor coordination, were also found for many other
Amazonian species (Baralotto et al. 2010), indicating that the constraints to growth
and survival do not always lead to coordinated traits within tropical wet forests. This
might suggest that in the absence of strong environmental stress, the favorable
environments of tropical wet forests select for a more variable set of traits. The
implication would be that these species can be expected to have high ITV (as we found
here) and a higher capacity to adjust to environmental changes than it is accepted
today (Westerband et al., 2021).
In many cases, the interactions between intrinsic and environmental factors
complicated the assessment of tradeoffs between economic and hydraulic traits.
Theoretically, a tree species confined to the light limited understory environment
during its entire life would likely coordinate hydraulic and economic traits with a low
potential growth rate and thus a conservative strategy of resource use (Ouédraogo et
al., 2013). However, in our study, P. hebetatum, a shade-tolerant species, was more
vulnerable to embolism and showed weak coordination with LMA, WD, and hydraulic
traits. This weak coordination may be associated with the fact that despite the shallow
rooting nature of this understory species (Brum et al., 2019), P. hebetatum may not
have experienced sufficient hydraulic stress in our study site for the tradeoffs to be
significant.
The partial shade-tolerant species, S. micranthum, on the other hand, had a
more hydraulically resistant strategy despite being able to reach full sunlight, and thus
theoretically being expected to be more acquisitive and less hydraulically
resistant. Moreover, the hydraulic strategy was decoupled from LMA and WD. One
potential explanation for this decoupling may be leaf phenology, since S. micranthum
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is brevi-deciduous. Replacing old leaves with young leaves can provide better stomatal
control (Reich & Borchert, 1988; Albert et al., 2018), so hydraulic adjustments may not
necessarily depend on anatomical changes such as adjustments of LMA. Another
reason for the lack of correlation among LMA, WD, and hydraulic traits for this species
resides in the different pressures experienced horizontally by each individual, and
vertically within individuals along life-time (Table 1). Because of the large variation in
height and crown exposure to light experienced by this species, other factors could be
shaping LMA and WD that are unrelated to hydraulic adjustments. For example, wood
density can increase with tree height, to provide biomechanical support for taller trees
reaching the canopy (Borchert & Pockman, 2005). Additionally, canopy leaves that
experience high light, temperature, wind speed, and VPD can also respond by adjusting
the elasticity modulus, causing sclerophylly and elastic adjustments to maintain water
content at turgor loss point, thus increasing LMA. This can help prevent cell
dehydration but does not play a direct role in drought tolerance (Bartlett et al., 2012).
LMA adjustments can also be a response to nutrient, mechanical and herbivory stresses
(Mody et al., 2009), which are also independent of drought tolerance. The uncoupling
of hydraulic and carbon acquisition/conservation traits observed here apparently
violates the principles of optimization of resource acquisition and conservation
expected in plants (Reich, 2014). However, trait values of our study species still fit well
in the global scale patterns of the plant economic spectrum (Wright et al., 2005; Díaz et
al., 2016; Oliveira et al., 2021). Thus, our results suggest that optimization of resource
acquisition and conservation is not perfect at the local scale, where variation in the
functional designs may be selected according to pressures that vary among habitats
and life-phases. Therefore, the biophysical constraints indicated by Reich (2014) and
Oliveira et al., (2021) seem to be reasonably flexible after the large-scale
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environmental filters (e.g., climate) have selected the range of trait values allowing
local survivorship.
Despite some differing strategies, the hydrological environment played an
important role in regulating embolism resistance in both species. The lower embolism
resistance of valley trees found in both species suggests that trees growing in valleys
may be more vulnerable to mortality during intense and prolonged droughts (Zuleta et
al., 2017). Even the controversial tree-height mortality study (Stovall et al., 2019, 2020,
response by Stephenson & Das, 2020) found that taller trees that experience higher
mortality tend to grow in more convergent landscape positions (valleys), i.e., the
hydrological environment may be more relevant to the drought response than the
tree´s height. During intense but short droughts, the conditions of valleys with more
shallow access to groundwater can supply roots with water, and even hydraulically
vulnerable trees growing in the valleys can thus be protected from droughts by the high
water availability (Sousa et al., 2020; Esteban et al., 2020). However, this scenario can
change if prolonged and intense droughts in the future cause water table levels to be
out of reach, making valley trees of both species in increased danger of hydraulic failure
and mortality.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1: Plots of the best statistical models for how intrinsic and environmental factors
modulate variations in hydraulic characteristics for shade-tolerant species P.
hebetatum (a-d) and partial shade-tolerant S. micranthum (e-h). Differences in the
water potential at which 50% of conductivity is lost (P50) in plateaus and valleys for
(a) P. hebetatum and (e) S. micranthum. Water potential point associated with 88% of
conductivity loss (P88) for (b) P. hebetatum and (f) S. micranthum. A proxy for
hydraulic resistance to embolism associated with stomatal regulation [P12-P50] for (c)
P. hebetatum and (g) S. micranthum. The partial effects derived from the multiple
regression of models considering the interaction effect between crown exposure to
light and hydrological environment on P50 for (e) P. hebetatum and (h) S. micranthum.
Plateau (circle; black) and valley (triangle; gray).
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Fig. 2: Plots of the best statistical models for how intrinsic and environmental factors
modulate variations in wood density (WD) for a shade-tolerant species P. hebetatum
(a-e) and partial shade-tolerant S. micranthum (f-j). Relationship between age and
wood density for (a) P. hebetatum and (f) S. micranthum. Relationship between height
and wood density for (b) P. hebetatum and (g) S. micranthum. The panels c-d and h-i
are the partial regressions derived from the multiple regression models. The partial
effect of the hydrological environment on wood density for (c) P. hebetatum and (h) S.
micranthum. The partial effect of the interaction between age and the hydrological
environment on wood density for (d) P. hebetatum and (i) S. micranthum. Relationship
between crown exposure to light and wood density for (e) P. hebetatum and (j) S.
micranthum. Plateau (circle; black) and valley (triangle; gray).
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Fig. 3: Plots of the best statistical models for how intrinsic and environmental factors
modulate variations in leaf mass area (LMA) for shade-tolerant species P. hebetatum
(a-c) and partial shade-tolerant S. micranthum (d-f). Relationship between height and
LMA for (a) P. hebetatum and (d) S. micranthum. The partial regressions derived from
the multiple regression models are presented in panels b-c and e-f. The partial effect
of crown exposure to light for (b) P. hebetatum and (e) S. micranthum. The partial effect
of the hydrological environment on LMA for (c) P. hebetatum and (f) S. micranthum.
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Fig. 4: Principal component analysis (PCA) of embolism resistance (P50, P88 and [P12P50]), leaf mass area (LMA), and wood density (WD) for both studied species, in two
distinct hydrological environments, plateau (circle) and valley (triangle).
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TABLES
Table 1. Overview of intraspecific variability of traits, including embolism resistance
(P50 and P88 and [P12-P50]), leaf mass area (LMA), and wood density (WD) for
Protium hebetatum and Scleronema micranthum

Percentiles
Species name

Traits

Units

Median

Range(max-min)

CV (%)
5th

Protium
hebetatum

Scleronema
micranthum

95th

range 5th-95th

P50

MPa

-0.45

-2.76

-95.3

-2.41 -0.2

2.2

P88

MPa

-2.06

-5.02

-71.6

-5.17 -0.47

4.71

[P12-P50]

MPa

0.3

1.64

92.7

0.08

1.68

1.6

WD

g cm-3

0.62

0.3

12.0

0.51

0.72

0.21

LMA

g m-2

89.1

40.2

13.5

76.0

111.4

35.4

P50

MPa

-0.99

-3.54

-65.7

-2.26 -0.38

1.88

P88

MPa

-4.27

-7.51

-51.2

-7.68 -1.11

6.57

[P12-P50]

MPa

0.75

1.78

56.3

0.34

1.72

1.38

WD

g cm-3

0.65

0.26

11.5

0.53

0.72

0.19

LMA

g m-2

76.2

67.7

26.0

40.2

104.9

64.7
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Table 2. Selected statistical models based on AICc criteria (Δ< 2) considering tree
height (H), age (A), crown exposure to light (L), and hydrologic environment (Hy) to
predict embolism resistance (P50, P88and [P12-P50], leaf mass area (LMA), and wood
density (WD).
Species

Protium
hebetatum

Scleronema
micranthum

Independent var

Response var

var1

var2

var3

R²

AICc

ΔAICc

Hy, L, A, H

P50

NULL

NULL

NULL

–

–

–

Hy, L, A, H

P88

- Hy.

–

–

0.17

72.4

0

Hy, L, A, H

[P12-P50]

+Hy*

–

–

0.26

15.2

0

Hy, L, A, H

WD

NULL

NULL

NULL

–

–

–

Hy, L, A, H

LMA

+H**

–

–

0.36

139.2

0

Hy, L, A, H

LMA

+Hy*

+ L**

–

0.42

140.7

1.48

Hy, L, A, H

LMA

+Hy (ns)

+ H**

–

0.42

140.7

1.48

Hy, L, A, H

P50

- Hy *

–

–

0.25

35.8

0

Hy, L, A, H

P50

- Hy*

- L(ns)

+ Hy:L*

0.43

37.5

1.7

Hy, L, A, H

P88

NULL

NULL

NULL

–

–

–

Hy, L, A, H

[P12-P50]

NULL

NULL

NULL

–

–

–

Hy, L, A, H

WD

+A**

–

–

0.32

-44.2

0

Hy, L, A, H

WD

+ H*

–

–

0.27

-42.9

1.27

Hy, L, A, H

WD

+A**

+Hy*

-A:Hy*

0.49

-42.7

1.46

Hy, L, A, H

WD

+ L*

–

–

0.24

-42.2

1.98

Hy, L, A, H

LMA

+H***

–

–

0.51

170.1

0

Hy, L, A, H

LMA

-Hy(ns)

+ H***

–

0.54

171.7

0.31

Codes: '***' 0.001; '**' 0.01; '*' 0.05; '.' 0.1 'ns' not significant; '+' Positive effect; '-'
Negative effect , '–' Variable not included in the model
Abbreviations: AICc, Bias-corrected akaike's information criterion
R²: Likelihood-ratio based
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Table 3. Correlation matrix between functional traits: embolism resistance (P50, P88
and [P12-P50]) leaf mass area (LMA), and wood density (WD). The upper right
diagonal shows correlation coefficients, and the bold bottom left diagonal the p-values.
Species names Traits

Protium
hebetatum

Scleronema
micranthum

units

P50

P88

(P12-P50)

WD

LMA

0.79***

-0.89***

-0.33

-0.34

-0.92***

-0.3

-0.27

0.43.

0.46.

P50

MPa

P88

MPa

<0.001

[P12-P50]

MPa

<0.001

<0.001

WD

g cm-3

0.178

0.227

0.078

LMA

g m-2

0.162

0.276

0.054

0.26

P50

MPa

0.61**

-0.92***

-0.04

0.06

P88

MPa

0.006

-0.80***

-0.16

-0.16

[P12-P50]

MPa

<0.001

<0.001

0.1

-0.07

WD

g cm-3

0.862

0.515

0.682

LMA

g m-2

0.813

0.509

0.766

0.28

0.45.
0.054

Codes: '***' 0.001; '**' 0.01; '*' 0.05; '.' 0.1
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Local hydrological gradients structure high intraspecific variability in plant hydraulic
traits in two dominant central Amazonian tree species
Maquelle N. Garcia; Jia Hu; Tomas F. Domingues; Peter Groenendijk, Rafael Oliveira;
Flávia R C Costa
Species niche occupation
Along with the data obtained here and to quantify the hydrological-environment
preference for both species, using a dataset for these two species coming from 72 one-hectare
permanent monitoring plots installed along an elevation and water-availability gradient in
the landscape (website: https://ppbio.inpa.gov.br/repositorio/dados). We are also showing S.
micranthum and P. hebetatum niche occupation across the light and hydrologic
environmental gradients. The two species differed in diameter and height, which implies that
they occupy different positions along the forest vertical profile, with varying degrees of
access to light. S. micranthum trees reach the forest canopy as an adult (around 30 meters
high) and thus pass through the entire forest vertical profile during their development in
height and age (Fig. S1 A-C). P. hebetatum trees were smaller in diameter and height, with
the tallest and oldest trees occupying understory and sub-canopy environments of the forest
(Fig. S1 A-C). We thus consider S. micranthum a partially shade-tolerant (PST) species,
while P. hebetatum is considered a shade-tolerant species (Finegan, 1992; Poorter et al.,
2006). We found, however, no species preference with respect to the hydrological
environment. Both species are generalist, occurring in relatively similar proportions across
the hydro-topographic gradient (from the population-level dataset), with water table depth
ranging from 1 m in the valley up to 35 m on the plateau (Fig. S1D).
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Fig. S1. Sample distributions of tree (A) age, (B) crown exposure to light index, and (C)
height, as well as (D) histograms of tree occurrence in 72 sampled plots (shade-tolerant: P.
hebetatum, n = 994 individuals; partial shade tolerant: S. micranthum, n = 404 individuals).
The sampled plots in (D) were ordered in accordance with the magnitude of water depth
table index, Height Above the Nearest Drainage (HAND), from shallow (left, black), to deep
(right, yellow). The legend shows HAND in meters for each plot.
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Fig. S2. The branch size collected in this study versus maximum vessel size distribution for
nine different species on the same site (Jonge, 2018). In the left of the plot we show the
branch lengths of our study species which are larger than the maximum vessel length size of
a representative community group in the same area (dotted horizontal line) and much higher
than the average community MVL, represented in the pink right bar. The right green bar
shows maximum vessel length for Protium hebetattum, from Jonge (2018). The community
average is derived from the species: Chrysophyllum sanguinolentum; Eschweilera coriacea;
Eschweilera pseudodecolorans; Eschweilera truncata; Helianthostylis sprucei; Iryanthera
juruensis; Protium hebetatum; Rinorea racemosa and Zygia racemosa.
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Fig. S3: Vulnerability curves for shade-tolerant P. hebetatum and partial shade-tolerant S.
micranthum. The horizontal dashed line in green is the water potential point where the
cavitation start (𝑃56 ), in red, is the water potential at 50% loss of conductivity (𝑃78 ), and in
black the water potential point associated with canopy dieback in angiosperms (𝑃99 ).
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Fig. S4: An example of anatomical visualization of growth rings in Scleronema micranthum
(top), the white triangles show parenchyma cells, and marginal parenchyma that mark ring
boundaries. Protium hebetatum (bottom), the white triangles showing wood density
variations marking the ring boundaries.
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Fig. S5: Trait distributions by species (A) water potential at 50% loss of conductivity (𝑃78 )
(B) water potential point associated with 88% loss of conductivity (𝑃99 ) (C) the difference
between (𝑃56 − 𝑃78 ), a large difference between 𝑃56 and 𝑃78 indicates lower hydraulic
resistance to embolism, (D) leaf mass per area (LMA) and (E) wood density (WD).
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Fig. S6: Relationships between height and predawn water potential for S. micranthum (A)
and P. hebetatum (B), and between predawn water potential and leaf mass area (LMA) for
S. micranthum (C) and P. hebetatum (D). Plateau (circle) and valley triangle).
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Species size relationships
Both species exhibit significant positive relationships between tree age and DBH
(S. micranthum R = 0.65; p < 0.001, P. hebetatum R2 = 0.54; p < 0.001, Fig. 5A, B), and
tree age and height (S. micranthum R = 0.71; p < 0.001, Phoebe tatum R = 0.61; p < 0.001,
Fig. 5C, D). The range of individual tree ages were similar for both species, with a maximum
age of around 120 years (Fig. S1A).
Given the differences in heights of the two species, we also examined how crown
exposure to light may vary with tree height. We found a positive relationship between tree
height and crown exposure to light for individuals of both species growing in the valley (S.
micranthum, R2 = 0.66; p = 0.002; P. hebetatum, R2 = 0.68; p = 0.003; Fig. 6A,B), and not
for individuals growing on plateaus (Fig. 6C,D). Age increased with the crown exposure to
light only for S. micranthum individuals at valley environments (R2= 0.52; p = 0.012, Fig.
6A).
2

2

2

Fig. S7: Relationships between age and diameter at breast height (DBH) for (A) partial shade
tolerant species S. micranthum, (B) shade-tolerant species P. hebetatum, and relationships
between age and height for (C) S. micranthum, and (D) P. hebetatum, for trees growing in
two distinct hydrological environments, plateau (circle) and valley (triangle).
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Fig. S8: Relationships between tree canopy height and crown light exposure for (A) partial
shade tolerant S. micranthum and (B) shade-tolerant P. hebetatum in valleys, (C) S.
micranthum, and (D) P. hebetatum on plateaus. The color scale corresponds to tree age in
years. Vertical dashed lines indicate the average height of the forest canopy when
considering all tree species in each environment.
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Table S1. Relative AICc weights of variables to predict embolism resistance (𝑃78 , 𝑃99 and
[𝑃56 − 𝑃78 ], leaf mass area (LMA), and wood density (WD) considering height (H), age
(A), crown exposure to light (L), and hydrologic environment (Hy) as predictors.
Species

Protium hebetatum

Scleronema
micranthum

Response variable

Independent variable

Relative weight

𝑃!"

A

0.198

𝑃!"
𝑃!"
𝑃!"
𝑃##
𝑃##
𝑃##
𝑃##
[𝑃$% − 𝑃!" ]
[𝑃$% − 𝑃!" ]
[𝑃$% − 𝑃!" ]
[𝑃$% − 𝑃!" ]
WD
WD
WD
WD
LMA
LMA
LMA
LMA
𝑃!"
𝑃!"
𝑃!"
𝑃!"
𝑃##
𝑃##
𝑃##
𝑃##
[𝑃$% − 𝑃!" ]
[𝑃$% − 𝑃!" ]
[𝑃$% − 𝑃!" ]
[𝑃$% − 𝑃!" ]
WD
WD
WD
WD
LMA
LMA
LMA
LMA

Hy
H
L
Hy
A
H
L
Hy
L
H
A
A
Hy
L
H
H
L
Hy
A
Hy
L
H
A
Hy
A
H
L
Hy
L
A
H
A
L
H
Hy
H
L
Hy
A

0.190
0.185
0.167
0.618
0.236
0.150
0.137
0.732
0.192
0.138
0.134
0.275
0.270
0.260
0.188
0.602
0.377
0.318
0.220
0.787
0.164
0.162
0.143
0.275
0.194
0.175
0.168
0.346
0.207
0.178
0.168
0.433
0.378
0.283
0.162
0.817
0.241
0.233
0.199
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ABSTRACT
The temperature sensitivity of physiological processes and growth of tropical trees
remains a key uncertainty in predicting how Amazon forests will adjust to future
climates. As temperature increases tend to be paired with droughts, it is important to
understand how the sensitivity of photosynthesis to temperature and the vulnerability
of xylem to embolism interact in determining growth, and ultimately species
abundances, thus allowing prediction of ecosystem composition and function changes
under climate change.
We investigate how in situ growth performance of rare and dominant species is linked
to physiological traits associated with optimal temperature for photosynthesis, by
measuring leaf CO2 assimilation responses to temperature variation, and embolism
resistance traits of 33 Amazonian species.
The optimum temperature for photosynthesis (37.6 to 44.1 °C) showed a large margin
from maximum environmental temperature (30.13 °C). However, among these species
a smaller safety margin resulted in low assimilation rates. On another hand, high
photosynthetic assimilation was associated with high growth rate, however more
vulnerable hydraulic systems, those species occupied a higher dominance rank in the
forest.
This implies that with increasing temperatures and more frequent droughts, growth
rates in many tropical tree species might decrease, especially the dominant species.
These findings are important in furthering our understanding of temperature effects
over species composition and biodiversity changes and its implications on forest
carbon dynamics.
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INTRODUCTION
Despite harboring astonishing species richness, the vast majority of the
Amazonian forest is made up of rare tree species (98.6%), with only 227 of 16,000
species accounting for half of all trees in that biome (ter Steege et al. 2013; Cardoso et
al. 2017). Even more impressive, just ~1% of the species comprises 50% of the
Amazonian biomass stock and productivity (Fauset et al. 2015). If those dominant
species display evolutionary convergence in values of functional traits associated with
a higher vulnerability to climatic changes, such concentration of functionality (i.e.
carbon stock) in a few species would represent a risk to the ecosystem. Particularly,
the knowledge about responses of primary productivity to increasing temperature,
which governs tree growth, is very limited in the Amazon. It has been suggested that
global net primary productivity is declining in response to global warming (Zhao and
Running 2010). The ongoing warming has been associated to decreases in biomass
gain, increased vegetation mortality, and a shortening of carbon residence time
(Galbraith et al. 2010; Brienen et al. 2015; Saatchi et al. 2021; Longo et al. 2018; William
R. L. Anderegg, Kane, and Anderegg 2012; Duffy et al. 2021). All these responses can
potentially exacerbate the current rate of climate change.
High temperatures reduce CO2 uptake by C3 plants through increases in
photorespiration, mitochondrial respiration and stomatal closure, and irreversible
damage to biochemical machinery in extreme cases (Berry and Bjorkman 1980). It is
ubiquitous among plants a thermal tipping point, where a maximum light-saturated
photosynthetic rate (𝐴,#*.()* ) is associated with an optimum leaf temperature
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(𝑇()* ). After that photosynthesis declines while respiration rates still increase. The
instantaneous assimilation rate of a leaf is the result of the investment in
photosynthetic capacity, the supply of CO2 by diffusion through stomata and metabolic
respiration rates. The exclusive effect by biochemistry is inferred using ribulose-1,5bisphosphate (RuBP) carboxylation rate (𝑉!"#$ ) which is also expected to reach an
optimum temperature point and after that reduce.
The dominance of certain species within a community is associated with
functional traits conferring competitive advantage under certain environmental
conditions (Visser et al. 2016). There is an expectation that functional traits allowing
high CO2 assimilation rates will result in elevated growth performance (
>photosynthesis > growth rates) (Violle et al. 2007; Poorter, Remkes, and Lambers
1990), and indeed, higher growth rates were associated with increased abundance of
individual species in the Amazon (Fauset et al. 2015). However, if the species present
rapid growth and mortality, this dynamic may decrease its abundance. Recent studies
have suggested that tropical forests may already be operating close to their
photosynthetic thermal optima (Huang et al. 2019; Doughty and Goulden 2008), and
consequently on the limit of growth, which leads to the expectation that species that
are operating with their 𝑇()* above ambient temperature (assuming leaf temperatures
are normally similar to air temperature) could still increase their growth rates as
temperature rises. The variation on temperature sensitivity to optimal photosynthesis
may then cascade through growth to the species abundance distribution on forests,
with consequences for ecosystem function and biodiversity.
Apart from the influences of temperature, photosynthesis and tree growth
are also dependent on an adequate water supply, even in the wet tropics. Water moves
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inside plants following a tension gradient from the soil through the hydraulic system
to leaves where it is transferred to the atmosphere via transpiration. Dry and hot
conditions place greater tensions in the continuous water column, increasing the
probability of cavitation events, when the xylem tube is filled by air, interrupting the
water flow. Increasing embolism levels can cause tissue death (Brodribb et al. 2021)
leading plants to be more vulnerable to mortality during unfavorable conditions
(McDowell et al. 2016; W. R. L. Anderegg et al. 2015; Martin-StPaul, Delzon, and
Cochard 2017). A central trade-off in tropical trees is among trees' growth and
mortality rates (Wright et al. 2010; Gilbert et al. 2006). There is evidence that hydraulic
traits are related to growth performance of tropical trees, where fast-growing trees are
more vulnerable to cavitation (Oliveira et al. 2021) and thus mortality. Therefore, an
efficient hydraulic system is essential to guarantee the supply of water to maintain
photosynthesis at higher temperatures but under risk of spreading cavition.
Considering the growth performance of Amazonian trees and its
relationships with the temperature effect over CO2 assimilation and with the species
hydraulic properties we posit the two following questions 1) Are functional traits
linked to carbon gain and embolism resistance good predictors of radial stem growth
and, consequently, the species relative abundance patterns in an Amazonian forest?
We hypothesise that a high photosynthetic capacity, associated with a low embolism
resistance, translates into higher growth rates and abundance. 2) Do trees with
photosynthetic 𝑇()* closer to ambient air temperature have the highest growth rates?
We hypothesize that plants that are better acclimate to ambient temperature dominate
the community biomass.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
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STUDY SITE AND SPECIES DESIGN
Our study was conducted in a primary terra-firme rainforest in central
Amazon

at

research

plots

installed

by

the

AmazonFace

program

(https://amazonface.inpa.gov.br/en/index.php) (-2.59; -60.21) and at INPA’s Ducke
reserve (-2.95; -59.93) where 72 one-hectare permanent monitoring plots have been
installed (https://ppbio.inpa.gov.br/sitios/ducke). These sites are 50 km from each other
and have very similar climatic, edaphic and floristic compositions. The average annual
precipitation averages 2,600 mm (1998-2014), with the dry season typically occurring
between July and October (Sombroek 2001). Air temperature ranges within 24 - 27 °C
and relative humidity is 75 - 92% (Araújo et al. 2002). During the dry season of years
without drought anomalies, plateaus soil water content (the top 30 cm layer) usually
drops ~12% relative to the absolute magnitude of the wet season (Cuartas et al. 2012).
The landscape is characterized by the topography of alternating plateaus and valleys,
with plateau elevations of 90 to 120 m a.s.l. and valley elevations of 40-65 m a.s.l.. Soils
in plateaus have a high clay fraction (90%), dominated by clay yellow latosol (Chauvel,
Lucas, and Boulet 1987) with a 20-40 m deep water table (Cuartas et al. 2012). All trees
were sampled in plateaus.
To characterize ambient air temperature, we calculated the diurnal
(6:00am to 6:00pm) mean maximum temperature (𝑇"#$%&' ) from available data from
the eddy-flux study site K-34, which covers the period between 2000 through 2015.
We sampled 103 individual trees from 33 species for gas exchange and hydraulic
measurements (see details Table S1). Species were previously chosen to be distributed
along with the relative dominance of this community, based on the long-term inventory
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data of the Ducke reserve. We located the selected species in the field with the help of
a botanist and collected plant material to confirm identity in the herbarium. We were
not able to identify three species in the herbarium and therefore we were not able to
match the gas exchange measurements (first sampled) with the hydraulic
measurements. We selected similarly sized individuals for the hydraulic and gas
exchange measurements. In this study we do not consider genetic or intraspecific
variations, as trees were sampled from a small area (~6 ha), so low genetic variation
is assumed.

GAS EXCHANGE
Leaf gas exchange data were collected in October 2016 and February 2017
with a LI-6800 portable photosynthesis system (LI-COR, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA) at
AmazonFace plots. One to four leaves per tree were sampled to obtain light-saturated
values of gas exchange parameters between 7:00 and 13:00 pm. All measurements
were taken from leaves attached to the trees. To access the upper strata of the tallest
trees, we used climbing techniques on neighboring trees, taking the equipment up to
the height of the leaves that were sampled. For canopy trees, measurements were made
on leaves direct or partial sunlight exposure (36.4% of the studied leaves), while for
shaded trees (63.6% of the studied leaves) we took samples in the middle portion of
the crown. The leaves were acclimatized in the equipment chamber for 15 ± 5 min
before each measurement Chamber environment was setup with air CO2 at 400 µmol
mol-1, saturating photon flux density (PPFD) of 1500 µmol m-2 s-1 (canopy), 1000 µmol
m-2 s-1 (middle canopy). The airflow rate was kept constant at 700 µmol s-1 and H2O
vapour at 21 ± 1 mmol mol-1. We performed temperature response curves by
controlling leaf temperatures at the following set values: 25, 30, 35, 40 and 45°C.
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Measurements from different leaves and individuals were grouped by species. Data
were checked for quality prior to analyses. The assimilation rates at optimal
temperature (𝐴,#*.()* ) and the corresponding optimum temperature for Asat (𝑇()*+,#* )
were obtained by fitting Equation 1 (Harley, Tenhunen, and Lange 1986) to data from
each tree species.

𝐴,#* =

∆'(
+
)*"
∆,*" %∆'#
+
)*"
5= <

." .<

#$%

(1)

The 𝐴,#* is the measured assimilation rate, 𝑇> is leaf temperature in Kelvin and 𝑅 is the
universal gas constant (8.31 J K -1 mol- 1). By iteration and error minimization, the
model variables 𝑐 is a constant, ∆𝐻# , ∆𝑆 is the entropy of the denaturation equilibrium
and ∆𝐻? are activation energies of the reaction and the denaturation equilibrium,
respectively.
As 𝐴,#* is influenced by stomatal conductance, we also estimated the
apparent maximum carboxylation rate (𝑉6!"#$ ) applying the one-point method (Eqn. 2)
described by (De Kauwe et al. 2016) with a modification based on the scaling of
respiration (Heskel et al. 2016) and 𝑉!"#$ ((Medlyn, Loustau, and Delzon 2002)).
@A=>
𝑉6!"#$ = 𝐴,#* 7 @A/ B.∗ − 0.015 ø;

(2)

Where 𝐴,#* is the assimilation rate obtained at ambient CO2 (400 ppm) and at
saturating irradiance (1500 µmol m-2 s-1 for sun leaves and 1000 µmol m-2 s-1 for
shaded leaves), 𝐶A is the intercellular CO2 concentration, 𝐾" is the Michaelis–Menten
constant, 𝛤 ∗ is the CO2 compensation point in the absence of mitochondrial respiration
values taken from (Bernacchi et al. 2001), 0.015 is the assumed ratio between 𝑉6!"#$
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and leaf respiration, and ø is an introduced correction factor for that ratio and is
described by Equation 3, 4 and 5:
𝑅𝑡 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(0.1012(𝑇𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 − 25) − 0.0005(𝑇𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 6 − 256 )

𝑅𝑣 =

∆'(
+
)*"
∆,*" %∆'#
+
)*"
5= <

." .<

(3)

#$%

(4)

D*

ø = 7D';

(5)

Where we used the known parameters 𝑐 = 30.4, ∆𝐻# = 75.3, ∆𝑆 = 0.79, from A-ci
curves performed at different temperatures for 19 species studied.𝑅𝑡 is leaf respiration
proportional to temperature increases, 𝑅𝑣 is the maximum carboxylation rate
temperature proportional to temperature.
After that, to obtain the maximum carboxylation rate at optimal
temperature 𝑉!"#$.()* we modelled the 𝑉6!"#$ as a function of temperature increases
(Eqn. 6) using the modified Arrhenius equation described by (Medlyn, Loustau, and
Delzon 2002). The 𝑉!"#$.()* point was extracted from the adjusted model using the
maximum value and the respective temperature 𝑇()*-!"#$ .
012∆,%'G
012)
*" ∆,%'5=<$)H
I
*" )

%( (." /6E9) 5=<$) F

𝑉!"#$ = 𝐾67 𝑒𝑥𝑝 J

6E9D."

K

(6)

Where, 𝑉!"#$ is the maximum carboxylation rate in response to temperature in Kelvin
(𝑇> ), 𝐾67 is the maximum carboxylation rate at 25 °C, 𝑅 is the gas constant (8.314 J K -1
mol- 1), 𝐸# , ∆𝑆 and 𝐻? are coefficients of the equation where 𝐸# is the exponential rate
of rising of the function, ∆𝑆 is the entropy of the denaturation equilibrium, 𝐻? is
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activation energies denaturation equilibrium. To obtain 𝐾67 we used the leaves
temperatures and the 𝑉6!"#$ estimated values below 36.1 °C then we converted those
points into 25 °C using (Bernacchi et al. 2001) equation. All the nonlinear equations
were performed in R (R Core Team, 2020, n.d.) using the optimx, DEoptim and
minpack.lm packages.

EMBOLISM RESISTANCE CURVES
Vulnerability curves were made in the period of high precipitation between
2017-2018 for the same species (Table S1) using individuals with the same size
patterns as the gas exchange measurements at Ducke reserve. The branches were
collected with a pruner in the middle portion of each tree crown to standardize the
height of sampling, to access the tops of tall trees we used climbing techniques. The
branches were collected at dawn, immediately wrapped in moist paper towels and
placed in a dark moistened plastic bag. Samples were brought back to the laboratory
within 1-2 hours after collection. To avoid potential artefacts due to open vessels, we
sampled branches that were longer (> 81 cm), than the maximum vessel lengths
measured at the site (75.6 cm).
In the lab, we used the pneumatic method (Pereira et al. 2016), which
measures the air discharged from the embolized xylem vessels. At full hydration, we
performed the first water potential measurement using a pressure chamber (PMS,
Pressure Chamber Instrument, Oregon, USA), followed by air discharge measurements.
We then monitored branch dehydration on the bench (Sperry and Saliendra 1994) to
dry them during water potential measurement to complete dehydration and
corresponding air discharge values. Before each measurement, we bagged branches for
40-60 min to equilibrate xylem and leaves water potentials. We used standardized air
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discharge measurements for each branch considering the minimum and maximum
values following the protocol by Pereira et al. 2016. In this way, we obtain the
percentage loss of conductivity (PLC) curves in relation to xylem water potential
declines. The pneumatic method allows the collection of data from many samples in a
short period of time, which was essential given the study design and execution under
field conditions. This method performs well for a wide variety of species (Zhang et al.
2018).
To calculate the 12%, 50%, and 88% conductivity loss (i.e., P12, P50, and
P88), we pooled the data from the two branch replicates of the same tree and fitted a
line, using a two-parameter nonlinear Weibull equation (Eqn 7).
𝑃𝐿𝐶 = 1 − 𝑒 /(1! /3)

"

(7)

where 𝑃$ is the xylem water potential, b the scale parameter and K the shape
parameters to be estimated. The coefficients were estimated using the nonlinear leastsquares fit on the optimx function of the optimx package in R (R Core Team, 2020, n.d.).

SPECIES GROWTH AND RELATIVE ABUNDANCE
Stem growth rates at diameter at breast height (DBH) were calculated the
individuals average within the populations of the 33 species studied here (see details
in Table S1). We used data from 72 monitored plots at Ducke reserve, considering
inventories in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 2008 and 2016. Trees above 5 cm were
considered, and the valley's plots were excluded from the analysis. Our sampling
design allowed us to capture the diameter growth average distribution similar to the
community (Figure S1).
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The relative abundance was calculated in reference to all species identified
within the community (1106 species in 72 ha), then we calculated the basal area that
each species contributes to the forest to establish the dominance rank (Figure S2).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
To answer the first question, we used generalized linear models (GLM) to
examine the effect of physiological traits linked to carbon gain (𝐴,#*.()* and 𝑉!"#$.()* )
and embolism resistance (P12, P50 and P88) on diameter growth rate. Due to the high
correlation between the traits from the same group (e.g.,𝐴,#*.()* and 𝑉!"#$.()* ) the
multiple models were ruled to include the combination of one carbon gain trait and one
hydraulic trait testing all the combinations. We also tested the effect of diameter
growth rate on species relative basal area rank. Data were fitted by Gamma
distribution. To create a metric related to the sensitivity of optimal temperature for
carbon assimilation we consider the optimal temperature that each species operates
minus

the

maximum

temperature

experienced

at

the

environment

(𝑒. 𝑔. , 𝑉!"#$.()*/ 𝑇"#$%&' ). To understand the chain of effects linking environment and
physiology to the growth and relative abundances, we created a path model
considering the effects of the standardized coefficients of each variable, which allowed
us to answer our second question, testing the sensitivity of optimal temperature for
carbon assimilation on relative abundance. To compute the indirect effect, we
multiplied the standardized beta coefficients along the full path linking temperature to
the dominance rank, and to determine the general effect of temperature on the
dominance rank we summed all the direct and indirect coefficients.

RESULTS
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We found a diversity of optimal temperatures under which our 33 species
are functioning, 𝑇()*-!"#$ ranging from 37.7 to 43.3 °C and 𝑇()*+,#* ranging from 25 to
36.1 °C (Figure 1 and Figure S3). The optimal temperatures for assimilation
(𝐴,#*.()* )of some species were lower than the maximum temperature experienced by
trees in the forest environment (𝑇"#$%&' ) (Figure 2). On the other hand, the optimal
temperatures for the maximum carboxylation rate (𝑉!"#$.()* ) of all species were
higher than the mean diurnal maximum temperature experienced in the forest
(𝑇"#$%&' )(Figure 2). We also found a diversity of hydraulic responses (Figure S4), with
P50 ranging from very embolism vulnerable (-0.22 MPa) to safer species (-4.33 MPa).
The embolism starting point (P12) varied from -0.01 MPa to -1.43 MPa among species.
The point of incipient damage to the hydraulic system (P88) varied among species from
-1.45 MPa to -10 MPa. Correlations between variables are presented in Table S2.
We tested the multiple effects of functional traits as predictors of growth
(Table 1). Among the models tested, 𝐴,#*.()* and 𝑉!"#$.()* were consistently good
predictors of growth, in interaction with hydraulic traits (Table 1 and Figure 3).
Surprisingly, the interactions among the effects of photosynthetic and hydraulic traits
on growth had opposite directions: lower P12 in conjunction with higher 𝐴,#*.()* or
𝑉!"#$.()* were associated with increased growth (Figure 3a,b), while higher P88 was
associated with increased growth in conjunction with higher 𝐴,#*.()* or 𝑉!"#$.()*
(Figure 3c,d), indicating that the early and late phases of the embolism process have
opposite effects on the tree's performance.
We applied a path model to determine the effects of functional
characteristics on the relative dominance rank of species, considering the effects of
standardized correlations (Figure 4). We first tested the direct effects of P12, P50, P88,
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𝐴,#*.()* and 𝑉!"#$.()* on diameter growth, of which only P50 and P88 were not
significant. Among the indirect effects, we found that functional traits affected the
species dominance rank through growth. The indirect effect of traits on the abundance
rank is negative, which indicates that species with greater carbon gain capacity
(e.g., 𝐴,#*.()* and 𝑉!"#$.()* ), and early high tolerance to embolism (P12) have higher
growth and through that, are placed in initial positions in the relative dominance rank
(i.e., they are more dominant in the community).
To answer our second question, we determined the direct effects of the
difference between the average maximum environmental air temperature(𝑇"#$%&' )
and the optimal temperature of assimilation (𝐴,#*.()* ) or the optimal temperature
maximum carboxylation rate (𝑉!"#$.()* )on growth. We hypothesize that plants that
are better acclimate to ambient temperature dominate the community biomass. Our
hypothesis was confirmed only for 𝑉!"#$.()* (Figure 4). Through the 𝑉!"#$.()* path,
the temperature has a weak indirect effect on growth (beta = 0.05), resulting in an
indirect effect on dominance rank (beta = - 0.04). The net effect (the direct effect of
temperature on dominance rank summed with all the indirect effects) was positive
(beta = 0.11). The net thermal effect on diameter growth performance (beta) was equal
to 0.19.

DISCUSSION
Our investigation of temperature sensitivity of photosynthesis and
potential links among plant physiological traits, plant growth performance, and
ecology of 33 Amazonian species led to three key findings. 1) Optimum photosynthetic
assimilation temperatures, 𝑇()*+,#* were typically closer to or below maximum
temperatures experienced in the environment, but the temperature for optimum
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biochemistry 𝑇()*-!"#$ was comfortably above environmental temperatures. 2) High
physiological carbon gain capacity at optimal temperature is associated with higher
diameter growth rate, but the interaction with hydraulics suggests that high stomatal
sensitivity to drought (stomatal closure during dry/drought periods to limit embolism)
can reduce diameter growth rate, while low investment in xylem embolism resistance
is associated with high growth, but presumably at the cost of higher vulnerability to
drought. 3) Species with high diameter growth rate tended to be more dominant in the
primary forest community we studied. The temperature effect on dominant species
occurs through biochemistry, where species that operate with their optimum above far
from environmental temperature had the best photosynthetic performance, and
consequently high growth rates that might reflect an advantage in the dominance rank
in the current temperatures.

PHOTOSYNTHESIS SENSITIVITY TO TEMPERATURE
The optimal temperature for assimilation (𝑇()*+,#* ) of the species studied
averaged 30.7 ± 3.4 SD °C) was found to be close to the maximum temperatures
experienced in the environment (𝑇"#$%&' , on maximum average 30.1 °C), but the
photosynthetic biochemistry of our studied species operates with a safer margin
(𝑇()*-!"#$ , on average 40.8 °C, well above maximum environmental temperatures)
(Figure 2). Similar results were found for topical species in Australia (Cunningham and
Read 2002). The implication of this finding is that even small increases in temperature
can highly affect photosynthetic assimilation of most species, through non-biochemical
pathways. In this topic, we will first discuss the biochemistry limitation and then we
address temperature responses over indirect effects which acclimation may occur.
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At current ambient CO2 concentrations, the increases in temperature can
limit the capacity of Rubisco (ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase) to
carboxylate ribulose bisphosphate (RuBP). The mechanism behind this limitation
involves increases in photorespiration, which can happen in two ways. First, the
solubility of CO2 decreases more strongly with temperature than that of O2, so
proportionally more O2 can reach the active sites of Rubisco and stimulate RuBP
oxygenation. Second, the relative specificity of Rubisco for CO2 as compared to O2
decreases with increasing temperature, so at higher temperatures, higher CO2
concentrations are needed to achieve a given RuBP-carboxylation rate (von
Caemmerer and Quick 2000). As a result, carbon dioxide is emitted from leaves via
photorespiration and due to respiration, because mitochondrial respiration also tends
to increase with higher temperatures (Heskel et al. 2016; Atkin and Tjoelker 2003).
High temperature can also impede Rubisco functioning through its effect on Rubisco
activase - the enzyme that promotes the dissociation of inhibitory sugar phosphates
from the active site of Rubisco, thereby activating it (Portis and Jr. 2003). Rubisco
activase has lower heat tolerance than Rubisco itself, so high temperatures impairment
of Rubisco activity may represent reduced activation of Rubisco, rather than reduced
functioning of activated Rubisco (Salvucci and Crafts-Brandner 2004). Another
biochemical limitation on photosynthesis is through RuPB-regeneration (the capacity
to regenerate RuBP through the Calvin cycle and the thylakoid reactions). We did not
evaluate this process here, but RuPB-regeneration becomes more limiting at
temperatures higher than RuPB-carboxylation (Sage and Kubien 2007). We found that
𝑇()*-!"#$ was on average 10.6 °C above the 𝑇"#$%&' which means that biochemistry is
unlikely to be drastically affected at current maximum temperatures.
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Considering 𝑇()*+,#* , we found it to be closer to or below the maximum
temperatures experienced in the environment, and this can cause an indirect effect on
photosynthesis. For example, CO2 must diffuse through stomata to reach the
photosynthetic machinery, and under high temperatures stomata may close to avoid
water loss and thus reduce CO2 availability, creating indirect physiological constraints
on photosynthesis and growth. As such, the thermal optimum condition for leaf CO2
assimilation (which accounts for uptake via photosynthetic biochemistry, stomatal
limitations on supply, and respiratory and photorespiratory losses) has a narrow
safety margin with respect to the maximum environmental temperature. While most
species studied responded negatively to warming, it is difficult to disentangle what was
the dominant factor for such a response. For example, it is extremely hard for standard
gas-exchange equipment (including that used here) to keep VPD constant over a large
range of leaf temperatures, because warm air can accommodate more water vapor than
cool air, so at a given absolute moisture content of the air, VPD increases with leaf
temperature, causing stomata closure. That way insufficient VPD-controlled
temperature responses complicate the interpretation of observed 𝑇()*+,#* , because
declines above 𝑇()*+,#* , may be caused not only by higher temperature itself, but by
higher VPD, leading to underestimation of 𝑇()*+,#* . Evidence from analysis of gross
ecosystem productivity (GEP) estimates by eddy flux towers, which can separate VPD
and temperature effects, show that GEP is negatively affected by VPD increases, but
had little direct response to temperature, at least within current ambient temperature
ranges ((Smith et al. 2020). Indeed, within an experimentally enclosed tropical
rainforest mesocosm that experimentally limited increases in VPD with temperature,
GEP persisted with little declines up to 38 °C (Smith et al. 2020). The authors suggested
that future increases in WUE (associated with elevated future CO2) could mitigate VPD
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effect on photosynthesis. At leaf scale, during a strong drought condition in Amazon,
where there were large changes in VPD (Jiménez-Muñoz et al. 2016), the stomata
sensitivity caused considerable reductions in photosynthesis and increases in water
use efficiency at the leaf level (Santos et al. 2018) confirming that under drought, the
WUE are acclimating. However, this could have been entirely due to VPD as shown by
(Lloyd and Farquhar 2008), but overall, the main result was a strong impact on
photosynthesis. Therefore, the stomatal limitation is likely to happen first, limiting CO2
supply to the chloroplasts and the progressive increase in temperature starts to limit
photosynthesis by biochemistry (Slot and Winter 2017). This leads to the expectation
that stomata also adjusts to environmental conditions difficulting interpretations of
the role of 𝑇()*+,#* . Even though, there are evidences that leaves growing under
prolonged periods of higher temperatures have the ability to slightly change the
optimum assimilation temperature to higher values (Huang et al. 2019; Hikosaka et al.
2006) while other species show no acclimation (Dusenge et al. 2021). Also that
biochemistry acclimation responses may vary between functional groups (Sastry and
Barua 2017).

PHYSIOLOGICAL TRAITS LINKS TO TREE PERFORMANCE
Our hypothesis was that a high physiological carbon gain capacity
translates into higher growth, which could indirectly be an advantage to species
reflecting in their dominance in the community, and these responses would be
associated with lower embolism resistance. We show that species with high
assimilation at optimal temperatures are associated with fast diameter growth rate,
similar results were previously reported (Volin, Kruger, and Lindroth 2002; Poorter,
Remkes, and Lambers 1990). High assimilation species are also associated with lower
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embolism resistance P88 (Figure 3c,d), but higher P12 (Figure 3a,b). We found an
interaction between carbon gain traits and hydraulics suggesting that low P88
(corresponding to low tissue cost investment and vulnerable hydraulic systems)
increase growth, while high P12 (corresponding to high stomatal sensitivity to control
the build of embolisms increasing during a drought) can reduce diameter growth. This
is likely because the drop in water potential at the beginning of the cavitation process
might be triggering stomatal control. This implies that species in which cavitation
starts at higher water potential (i.e., hydraulically riskier) are more sensitive to
stomatal control. Conversely, species in which cavitation starts at lower water
potential (i.e., more negative values corresponding to hydraulically safer) are less
impacted due to stomatal control, and therefore have an advantage in carbon
assimilation. For example, under extreme drought conditions, Amazonian trees with
more negative P12 (safer hydraulic system) had a lower reduction of stomatal
conductance and thus lower reduction in the photosynthetic rate (Garcia et al. 2021).
This can help explain why the growth of more hydraulically sensitive species is lower
in the community once they are more strongly affected by environmental fluctuations.
The effects of P88 on growth should be more related to classical trade-off between
maximum growth rates and mortality. Specifically, species with high growth rates
invest in low-cost tissues, which reduces hydraulic safety and consequently increases
mortality, while slow-growing species have a high investment in strong tissues,
producing a safer hydraulic system but reducing growth. Similar results were found in
the same region where fast-growing species are less resistant to embolism (Eller et al.
2018). These findings convey that xylem vulnerability to embolism plays an important
role in diameter growth rate. Furthermore, leaf physiology and stem properties
together have high predictive power of species performance and indirectly impacts on
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species ecological responses. Lastly, because we do not have the mortality information
for the studied species, we have a limited ability to discuss the direct effect of P88 on
mortality.
The direct (figure 4) and the combined effects (figure 3, Table 1) of the
functional traits on growth performance are well supported in this study. As for
previous studies (Reich et al. 2015), we also found a direct relationship between
growth and abundance, with high growth species occupying a higher dominance rank
in the forest, suggesting that photosynthetic leaf-level responses may scale to wholeplant performance and this can be extrapolated to ecological strategies.

THE INTEGRATIVE EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT, FUNCTIONAL TRAITS AND
PERFORMANCE ON SPECIES ECOLOGY

We hypothesized that plants that are better acclimate to ambient
temperature would have higher growth resulting in ecological advantage, potentially
increasing species dominance, which was confirmed. We found a direct relation
between growth rates and the dominance rank in a primary forest community. The
high growth rate can produce a competitive advantage in tropical forests (Fauset et al.
2015). But high individual growth alone does not sustain population growth, which
needs to be associated with increased reproductive capacity and/or low mortality rate.
Considering the drought tolerance characteristics that we evaluated in this study, high
growth was also associated with low embolism safety and smaller stomatal sensitivity.
These characteristics can likely make these species more vulnerable to drought related
mortality. Therefore, even if high growth dominant species can potentially benefit
under current temperature, the connection of high temperatures and drought will
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likely increase mortality, bringing an imbalance between mortality and recruitment of
dominant species.
The indirect effect of temperature was expressed only through
biochemistry. Where species that operate their optimum far from environmental
temperature had the best photosynthetic performance, and consequently high growth
rates that might reflect an advantage in the position of dominance rank. These
responses agree with the hypothesis for boreal species, that suggests that warming will
reduce the competitive ability of dominant species compared with locally rarer cooccurring species (Reich et al. 2015). These results are important to improve
understanding of the future of species composition and diversity of Amazon Forest in
face of climate warming. We did not find an indirect effect of temperature through the
assimilation path. This is probably because the different factors, direct and indirect,
that can affect assimilation may be playing out simultaneously, making it difficult to
disentangle the potential effects coming from temperature. Despite this, we still find a
clear direct effect of assimilation on growth. These results are important because to
model the ecosystem's response to temperature, the path that potentially can provide
the clearest responses is through biochemistry.

CONCLUSION
Trees assimilation rate was close to maximum temperatures experienced in
the environment, but the biochemistry operates under a safer margin. This implies that
even small increases in temperature can highly affect photosynthesis for some species
through non-biochemical pathways. Physiological carbon assimilation traits interact
with plant hydraulics, revealing that vulnerability to embolism plays an important role
in diameter growth rate and together physiology of leaves and trunk has high
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predictive power of the species performance and indirectly impacts on species
ecological responses. Species that operate their optimal thermal photosynthetic
machinery far above environmental temperatures tend to have fast diameter rate
growth, however this was associated with a more vulnerable hydraulic system. Those
species that had high growth rate are occupying a higher dominance rank, which
implies that more frequent droughts and temperature rises, might affect more severely
dominant species. These findings are important in furthering our understanding of
temperature sensitivities and xylem hydraulic functioning and its implications on
forest composition and carbon dynamics.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. Distribution of 𝑉!"#$ responses to leaf temperature for the studied species,

the red line represents the modeled response. The dotted vertical line is the optimum
temperature point for each species while the blue line indicates the average of
maximum temperature in the environment (𝑇!"#$%& ).
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Figure 2. Distribution of diurnal environment temperature in the studied site in blue. In red
the distribution of optimal temperature for assimilation 𝑇()*+,#* across the species and

green optimal temperature to maximum carboxylation rate 𝑇()*-!"#$ . The vertical
dotted line is corresponding 𝑇"#$%&' .
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Figure 3. Partial effect from the interactions between assimilation at optimal temperature
(𝐴'"()*+( ) and maximum carboxylation rate at optimal temperature (𝑉,!"#)*+( ), and P12
and P88 (12% and 88% of embolism levels points) over diameter growth rate considering
significant statistical models (Table 1).
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Figure 4. Proposed path model representing four levels of causal relationships, including the
relationship between the difference in average maximum air environmental
temperature(𝑇!"#$%& ) maximum carboxylation rate at optimal temperature (𝑉,!"#)*+( ) (i.e.,
representing the safety margin that leaves are operating at their optimal from the
environmental maximum temperatures). The second level is how the physiological level traits
(𝐴'"()*+( , 𝑉,!"#)*+( , P12, P50 and P88) are driving performance (diametric growth rate). The
third level is how growth rates can affect the relative dominance (Dominance rank) reflecting
in the fourth level the ecology of these species. The numbers by the arrows indicate the path
coefficients (b, standardized partial regression coefficients) with their statistical significance (
* P < 0.05; ** P < 0.005; *** P < 0.001), the signals indicate the positive and negative effects. The
indirect effects (dashed arrows) through the paths, were calculated by multiplying the
coefficients along the different paths and summing all the paths to compose the partial effect,
the numbers by dashed arrow. The dashed line at the right hand indicates the net effect of
temperature on the species rank, while the dashed line on the left hand indicates the net
thermal effect on tree growth performance.
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TABLES
Table 1. Statistical models tested for diameter growth rate responses to assimilation at
optimal temperature (𝐴'"()*+( ) and maximum carboxylation rate at optimal temperature
(𝑉,!"#)*+( ), and 12% 50% and 88% embolism levels points (P12, P50 and P88).

Independent var

Response var

var1

var2

var3

R2

AICc

VcmaxTopt,P12

Growth

- P12 ns

+ VcmaxTopt *

+ P12:VcmaxTopt*

0.57

58.66

VcmaxTopt,P50

Growth

+ P50 ns

+ VcmaxTopt **

+ P50:VcmaxTopt ns

0.54

63.13

VcmaxTopt,P88

Growth

+ P88 ns

+ VcmaxTopt ***

- P88:VcmaxTopt *

0.67

55.8

AsatTopt,P12

Growth

+ P12 ns

+ AsatTopt **

+ P12:AsatTopt*

0.61

59.6

AsatTopt,P50

Growth

+ P50 ns

+ AsatTopt *

+ P50:AsatTopt ns

0.43

67.38

AsatTopt,P88

Growth

+ P88 ns

+ AsatTopt **

- P88:AsatTopt *

0.49

65.3
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Table S1: Number of individuals sampled by species for the functional traits measurements
followed by the respective diameters at breast height (DBH) and diameter growth rate.
Carbon gain traits

Hydraulic traits

Growth rate

n

n

n

Aparisthmium cordatum

4

2

17

Diploon cuspidatum

1

Duguetia flagellaris

3

1

12

Eperua glabriflora

1

3

406

Erythroxylum amplum

2

Eschweilera collina

2

2

91

Eschweilera coriacea

2

9

1102

Eschweilera grandiflora

3

4

315

Eschweilera pedicellata

1

1

186

Eschweilera tessmannii

1

Eschweilera truncata

1

3

1290

Licania coriacea

1

1

59

Licania heteromorpha

1

2

316

Licania micrantha

2

1

129

Mabea angularis

1

Minquartia guianensis

1

na1

1

-

-

na2

1

-

-

na4

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

398

-

121
3

351

109

Paypayrola grandiflora

2

2

105

Pouteria caimito

1

1

109

Pouteria platyphylla

1

1

43

Protium hebetatum

2

7

981

Pterandra arborea

3

Rinorea guianensis

1

3

82

Swartzia polyphylla

1

2

41

Swartzia recurva

1

-

-

Swartzia schomburgkii

1

2

90

Swartzia tessmannii

1

3

14

Theobroma sylvestre

1

-

255

Vantanea parviflora

1

-

70

Zygia juruana

-

1

-

Zygia racemosa

1

2

457

-

18
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Figure S1. Distribution of growth rates considering the community in pink (1106
species in 72 ha), and in blue the growth rate distribution for the studied species.
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Figure S2. Relative dominance of the studied species, data are considering 70 ha of
terra firme forest in central Amazonia.
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Figure S3. Distribution of 𝐴,#* responses to leaf temperature for the studied species,
the black line represents the modeled response. The dotted vertical line is the
optimum assimilation temperature (𝐴'"()*+( ) for each species while the blue line
indicates the average of maximum temperature in the environment (𝑇!"#$%& ).
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Figure S4. Vulnerability curves for the studied species represented in different colors.
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Table S2. Correlation matrix between functional traits: embolism resistance (P50,
P88 and P12) and carbon gain ((𝐴'"()*+( and𝑉!"#$ ). Optimal temperatures to
assimilation 𝑇()*+,#* and optimal temperatures to maximum carboxylation rate
𝑇()*-!"#$ . The upper right diagonal shows correlation coefficients, and the bold
bottom left diagonal the p-values.
ToptVcmax VcmaxTopt AsatTopt ToptAsat P12

P50

P88 Dom.Rank Growth

ToptVcmax

-

0.32

-0.04

0.27

0.30

0.05 -0.08

-0.21

0.30

VcmaxTopt

0.153

-

0.84

0.16

0.45

0.13 -0.31

-0.06

0.61

AsatTopt

0.852

0.000

-

-0.12

0.15 -0.03 -0.24

0.24

0.43

ToptAsat

0.233

0.483

0.618

-

0.33

0.07 -0.31

0.12

0.15

P12

0.191

0.040

0.503

0.148

-

0.54 -0.39

-0.06

0.52

P50

0.830

0.560

0.902

0.761

0.012

0.42

-0.27

0.21

P88

0.724

0.167

0.288

0.173

0.077 0.059

-

-0.38

-0.22

Dom.Rank

0.361

0.809

0.302

0.612

0.806 0.231 0.085

-

-0.31

Growth

0.187

0.003

0.051

0.519

0.015 0.351 0.339

0.167

-

-
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ABSTRACT
The mechanisms leading to tree mortality are not homogeneous across the Amazon,
challenging the understanding of tree mortality under climate change, especially
droughts. The distribution of embolism resistance, a key trait to understand mortality
due to drought, is mostly unknown across the Amazon. Although water availability
given by precipitation is expected to be a strong driver of embolism resistance, within
any macroclimate water availability is modulated by topography and soils, affecting
water table depth (WTD). Soil fertility affects plant carbon economy, and through
integrated plant strategies may also affect hydraulic traits.
Thus, for the first time, we are combining shallow and deep water-table conditions
within four sites in terra-firme Amazonian forests, covering combinations of
precipitation seasonality and soil fertility to determine the drivers and distribution of
embolism resistance across the basin. Under this hierarchical design we built
cavitation curves for 165 individuals covering 64 species.
We found that WTD and fertility are the overriding determinants of hydraulic
strategies of Amazonian trees. Climate had only a marginal effect on interaction with
soil fertility. Trees growing in shallow water tables and fertile soils had a less resistant
hydraulic system, indicating risky hydraulic strategies in regions with this
environmental combination. This is consistent with filtering of the acquisitive but
hydraulically unsafe strategy where resource availability is high, with the implication
of being more vulnerable to mortality during intense and long droughts.
Keywords: Amazon basin, drought tolerance, ecophysiology, tree mortality.

INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have documented increasing drought-driven tree
mortality in the Amazon (Phillips et al. 2009; McDowell et al. 2018). However, the
probability of death is highly variable across forest environments (Esquivel
Muelbert et al. 2020) and thus predicting the likelihood of tree mortality remains a
complex challenge (McDowell et al. 2008, 2011; Trugman et al. 2021). Under
extreme water deficits, the increase in xylem embolism can lead to hydraulic failure
and, eventually, tree death. The dominant plant hydraulic traits and strategies, and
their variation, selected according to the long-term environmental pressures of each
site, provides the substrate over which climate changes will act to determine the
future of forests. In this study we developed this perspective, understanding the
drivers of plant hydraulics at the scale of the Amazon basin and proposing a map of
the distribution of these strategies.
The physiological mechanism behind hydraulic traits and thus
vulnerability to drought involves the water movement in plants. The water moving
along the xylem tissue is under tension, in a metastable state controlled by the
stomata. The stomatal conductance regulation controls CO2 uptake at the leaf
surface as well as the water loss by transpiration (Sperry 2000). As transpiration
and tension in the water column increase, the greater the risk of cavitation (water
column break), embolism formation (filling of the vessel elements with air), and
consequent compromise of xylem vessel functionality (Zwieniecki and Secchi 2015).
Plants have three main strategies to keep safe during drought: 1) fast stomatal
closure as soil water potentials start dropping to prevent wilting increased stem
embolism (Garcia et al. 2021); 2) increasing hydraulic safety itself (Anderegg et al.
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2016; Powers et al. 2020); 3) having access to water in the soil through deep rooting
(Brum et al. 2019; Rutuja et al. 2021) , or growing in places where water availability
is high in the soil top layers (Sousa et al. 2020; Esteban et al. 2020). Ideally,
ecophysiological studies should consider an integration of these three strategies to
provide a more comprehensive explanation of tree drought responses. However,
combining measurements of stomatal control, hydraulics and rooting depth during
droughts is highly costly, and currently, this type of information is lacking for
Amazonian forests. Thus, understanding some of the components of the strategies
to deal with drought, such as hydraulic systems and hydrological environments,
becomes an essential step to improve our understanding and prediction of
Amazonian responses to climate change (Rowland et al. 2015; Powers et al. 2020).
Vulnerability to cavitation can be measured by three different metrics extracted
from the percent loss of conductivity curves: P12, the xylem tension at which pit
membranes within the conducting xylem are overcome with air, thereby indicating
the start of cavitation (Sparks and Black 1999); P50, the water potential at which
50% of conductivity is lost, represents a point of incipient damage to plant
functionality (Skelton et al. 2018); and P88, the water potential point associated
with canopy dieback in angiosperms (Urli et al. 2013). A helpful approach assumes
a sequence of drought tolerance physiological responses and associated traits that
are expected to limit severe tissue damage during drought (Bartlett et al. 2016). For
example, P12 corresponds to the period during which plants actively regulate leaf
stomata to reduce water loss (Sorek et al. 2021) and prevent continuing cavitation
to reach P50; this is the point where substantial stem embolism is already
happening and may be more dependent on morpho-anatomical properties of the
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xylem. Lastly, P88 represents a period where irreversible xylem damage has been
induced and, thus, may precede plant death.
The current understanding of embolism resistance patterns is that it
decreases with the total precipitation on a global scale (Choat et al. 2012).
Additionally, based on empirical data, Oliveira et al (2021) proposed an axis of
variation of hydraulic characteristics linking precipitation and soil fertility.
Accordingly, fast-growing plants on nutrient-rich soils would have a lower hydraulic
safety margin compared to slow-growing plants on nutrient-poor soils, agreeing
with the fast-slow plant economics spectrum that integrates across leaves, stems,
and roots to explain individual ecological strategies (Reich 2014). Besides
precipitation and soil fertility, the roots' water access can affect the hydraulic system
at a local scale, with trees growing on shallow water table depth having low
embolism resistance, and those on deep water table depth having high embolism
resistance (Oliveira et al. 2019). For that reason, a realistic projection of the
abundance of slow-fast growth and risky-secure hydraulic strategies must consider
the role of precipitation, soil fertility, and water table depth over the hydraulic
system.
In this study, for the first time we integrate soil fertility, precipitation
and water table depth on a fully nested design, to advance knowledge of the drivers
and distribution of hydraulic tree strategies. This allowed a preliminary mapping of
tree hydraulic strategies over the Amazon that is key to improve understanding and
forecasting of trees' response to drought. We have three questions: 1) How do
climatic water deficit, soil fertility, and water table depth affect plant hydraulics (i.e.,
P12, P50 and P88) across the Amazon? Our hypothesis is that precipitation deficit
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will have the primary effect on plant hydraulics, while fertility and water table depth
will have secondary effects, given the known global patterns. Specifically, drier
places with either low or high fertility will have higher embolism resistance P12,
P50 and P88, while wet places with high fertility will present low embolism
resistance, and wet places with low fertility will present intermediate embolism
resistance. 2) Is there a difference in the predictive power of each environmental
factor on different hydraulic metrics, which could indicate differences in hydraulic
strategies during a drought? We hypothesize that, because stomatal control tends to
be much more affected by light, vapor pressure deficit and ions obtained from the
soil than by the hydrological status of the soil, it can be expected that the initial phase
of the cavitation process (P12) which is more associated with stomatal control, will
be more related to soil fertility and climatic water deficit. The other phases, which
depend more on trunks and branches xylem characteristics to deal with soil water
deficits should have a greater influence of variables linked to soil water availability
and climatic water deficit. Finally, we ask whether our statistical models of hydraulic
trait dependence on water and nutrients can be combined with gridded and remote
sensing observations to predict basin-wide maps of hydraulic strategies, and in
particular, whether such maps generate biogeographic distributions of hydraulic
strategies for Amazon forests. We test the plausibility of such maps by comparing
them to existing spatially distributed data on tree mortality to determine whether
such mapping can increase our understanding of patterns of tree vulnerability to
climate change.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
STUDY SITES AND SAMPLING DESIGN
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We performed hydraulic measurements at four sites in the Amazon
region. We cover three key fertility regions across the Amazon basin, as identified
by (Quesada et al. 2009): Central Amazon, Western peripheral area, and Brazilian
shield. The sampling design was hierarchical, covering all the combinations of high
and low climatic water deficit, high and low soil fertility and high and low water
table depth. The four sites represent the combinations of climate and soil fertility,
and within each of those sites, topographic positions with low and high water table
depths were sampled. With this design we cover a gradient of environmental
variation that combines high and low fertility in low and high climatological water
deficit and the variation in the water table depth inside each site (Fig. S1) and
consequently expect to cover a high functional variation in hydraulic traits.
The site with high precipitation and low fertility was Ducke Reserve
(AM-DUCK), covering 10,000 ha in the central Amazon region (2° 55’ 47.80’’ S; 59°
58’ 30.34’’ W). The total annual precipitation is 2,600 mm, and the average of
maximum climatological water deficit (MCWD) is -80 mm (from Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission -TRMM). The soils are mainly derived from rocks and sediments
from the middle Tertiary, probably belonging to the end of the Cretaceous and thus
likely to have experienced more or less continuous weathering for more than 20
million years (Quesada et al. 2009) resulting low nutrient concentration (average
0.16 cmol/kg of exchangeable bases). There is a continuum of soil change from the
plateaus to the valleys along the landscape. The predominant vegetation type is
dense lowland terra-firme rainforest.
The site with high precipitation and high soil fertility (AM-REBI), was
at Uatumã Biological Reserve, covering 1 million ha in the central Amazon region
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(1°48′00″ S, 59°15′00″ W). The average annual rainfall is 2370 mm, with an average
MCWD of -96 mm (from TRMM). The entire reserve is very hilly, with as much as
100 m difference in height from low to high areas. It lies on the boundaries between
the sedimentary Paleozoic Trombetas formation, and the igneous/volcanic PreCambrian formation (Irion 1978). Soils form a gradient from poor latosols to richer
soils derived from outcrops of igneous Precambrian rocks of the Guiana Shield.
Specifically, we selected only plots with high fertility in this region (at least 3.5
cmol/kg of exchangeable bases). The predominant vegetation types are primary
lowland and submontane dense terra-firme rainforest.
The site with low precipitation and high soil fertility (AC-CATU), was
at experimental farm Catuaba, covering 2,111 ha in the Western peripheral area
(10° 04’ S e 67° 37’ W). The average annual precipitation is 1,956 mm with an
average MCWD of -228 mm (from TRMM). The soils are predominantly oxisols and
argisol. This region has fertile soils (average 1.8 cmol/kg of exchangeable bases) due
to proximity to the Andes, where erosion of the soil surface and exposition of the
underlying parent material maintains the high fertility. Topography is gently
undulating. The predominant primary vegetation types are dense lowland terrafirme rainforest and open forests with large abundance of bamboos and palms
(Silveira et al. 2008).
The site with low precipitation and low soil fertility (MT-COTR), was
at São Nicolau farm belonging to ONF-Brasil, in the Brazilian shield region (9° 51’
25” S and 58° 14’ 55” W). The average annual precipitation is 2,750 mm with an
average MCWD of -337 mm (from TRMM). Soils are derived from igneous and
metamorphic rocks of the pre-Cambrian Brazilian shield. These are the oldest
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surfaces exposed in South America, with their maximum geological age ranging from
1,500 to 3,600 million years. Specifically, we selected sites with low fertility
(average 0.85 cmol/kg of exchangeable bases). Topography is gently undulating.
The predominant vegetation type is dense and open submontane rainforest.

ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
In order to represent the local hydrological environments, we used
the water table depth (WTD) layer produced by (Fan et al. 2013) with spatial
resolution of ~270 m. To evaluate the effect of precipitation deficit on hydraulic
traits, we used maximum climatological water deficit (MCWD) calculated as the
maximum value of the accumulated water deficit for each pixel within the year,
according to (Aragão et al. 2007). Precipitation was obtained from the 2000 to 2018
time-series
(TRMM

of

the

Tropical

Rainfall

Measuring

Mission

https://disc2.gesdisc.eosdis.nasa.gov/data/TRMM_L3/TRMM_3B43.7/).

To include the accumulated deficit of the entire low precipitation period we used a
12-month ‘year’ running from May to next April as the hydrological year using a
standard formula where evapotranspiration (ET) is estimated to be 100 mm per
month, this value is derived from the mean evapotranspiration measured at
different locations and stations in the Amazon (von Randow et al. 2004). Soil fertility
depends on many nutrients, but in the Amazon, phosphorus tends to be limited and
considered key to forest productivity (Quesada et al. 2009). However, due to the
diversity of soil formations in the Amazon, which originated from varied geological
and geomorphological contexts and ages, we considered two metrics to represent
soil fertility: the concentration of exchangeable cations (Ca + Mg + K measured in
cmol/kg) and phosphorus (mg/kg). Commonly, phosphorus and cation
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concentrations are higher in younger soils such as those derived from the Andes,
while older soils in the Brazilian and Guiana shields are poor in phosphorus.
However, central Amazon have some soils derived from igneous Precambrian
outcrops that have high cation concentrations but low phosphorus, leading to an
overall low correlation between cation and phosphorus concentrations in our
sampled plots (Fig. S2). The fertility data was directly measured for each plot at local
scale.

VULNERABILITY CURVES
We sampled one site in 2016 (AM-DUCK) and the three other sites
along 2019 campaigns, sampling 165 individuals covering 64 species (See details
table S1). We discarded some individual vulnerability curves measurements as
these were unreliable or overly noisy, ending with 109 individuals (see the
individual curves in Fig. S3). To standardize the height of the sampled branch in
relation to the total height of the tree, branches were collected from the middle
portion of the crown, using a pruner, collecting 70 to 200 cm long branches at predawn. Once the branches were collected, they were wrapped in a moist paper towel
and placed into a dark plastic bag. The samples were brought back to the lab within
1-3 hours of branch collection.
In the lab, we used the pneumatic method (Pereira et al. 2016; Zhang
et al. 2018) to obtain percent loss of conductivity (PLC) curves in relation to declines
of water potential. At full hydration, we took branch water potential measurements
using a pressure chamber (PMS, Pressure Chamber Instrument, Oregon, USA),
followed by air discharge measurements. To decrease the branch water potential
values, we used the benchtop dehydration method (Sperry and Saliendra 1994) to
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dry them while measuring water potential until full dehydration and the
corresponding air discharge values. Measurements were made on two branches per
individual tree. Before each measurement, we bagged branches for 40-60 min to
equilibrate the xylem water potential. We used percent loss conductivity (PLC) for
each branch, considering the minimum and maximum values. To calculate 12%,
50%, and 88% loss of conductivity (i.e., P12, P50, and P88), we pooled the data from
the two branch replicated from the same tree and fitted a line, using a nonlinear twoparameter Weibull equation (Eqn 1).
𝑃𝐿𝐶 = 1 − 𝑒 /(1! /3)

"

(1)

where x is the xylem water potential, b the scale parameter, and K the shape
parameters to be estimated. The coefficients were estimated using nonlinear leastsquares fitting in the optimx function from the optimx package on R (R Core Team,
2020).
Biologically, the vulnerability to cavitation can be inferred from three
distinct points extracted from the percent loss of hydraulic conductivity curves: P12,
the xylem tension at which pit membranes within the conducting xylem are
overcome with air, thereby indicating the start of cavitation (Crombie et al. 1985;
Sparks and Black 1999); P50, the water potential at which 50% of conductivity is
lost and represents a point of incipient damage to plant functionality (Skelton et al.
2015); P88, the water potential point associated with canopy dieback in
angiosperms (Urli et al. 2013).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
To evaluate the effects of soil fertility, precipitation water deficit, and
water table depth on plant hydraulics, we used generalized linear models (GLM).
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Data distributions were selected to the best fit in each analysis, we used gamma
distributions for P50, and P88 and gaussian for P12. We applied the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) to identify best-fitting subset models while avoiding the
risk of over-fitting (Burnham and Anderson 2002). We used unsupervised model
selection using the dredge function from MuMIn package (Bartón 2016). We report
all models’ results with high support, within two units from the ‘best model’ (lower
AIC). We used the visreg package to plot the partial effects of multiple regressions
(Breheny and Burchett 2017). We investigated whether there is a difference in the
predictive power of the environmental variables for P12, P50 and P88 to answer the
second question by computing the relative importance of each predictor was
evaluated by summing model weights across all the models in the full set in which
the respective predictor occurred.
In order to generate predictions of the geographical distribution of
hydraulic traits, we modelled the tree´s hydraulic responses in our sites using
environmental predictors derived from basin-scale layers, and then upscaled the
predicted hydraulic values to maps of the full Amazon basin. We used WTD from
(Fan et al. 2013), and MCWD from TRMM, as described in the environmental
measurements section. In the absence of a spatial distribution for phosphorus we
used the distribution model of exchangeable cations concentration across Amazonia
from (Zuquim et al. 2019) as the soil fertility layer, because this is the fertility layer
with the largest spatial range currently. We used a 1km grid sampling in each layer
to obtain the environmental values for the basin-scale model. Modelling used GLM
and the best model for the upscaling was selected with lowest AIC. To verify the
agreement of the models with the local data and the extrapolated data for the basin,
we compared models considering the concentration of exchangeable cations
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directly measured at the local scale of each plot against the values derived from the
map generated at the Amazon basin scale by Zuquim et al., (2019) (Table S2). Then,
using the coefficients of the models we produced the geographical distribution of
P12, P50 and P88.
To investigate if it is possible to predict mortality across the basin
from the hydraulic trait values estimated with our model, we extracted the
estimated values of P12, P50 and P88 for the pixels where mortality data from
Esquivel-Muelbert etal (2020), (so far, the largest mortality database for the
Amazon, 131 sites) was available and regressed the hydraulic values against
mortality.
Lastly, we look at the distributions of estimated hydraulics values
along the fertility and water table depth categories, to create those categories we
use the median as a reference. Where the values above 1.21 cmol/kg were classified
as high fertility, and deep water table (> 5 m). Then we investigate how
combinations of these areas are selecting the values of hydraulic characteristics.
All analyzes were performed on R (R Core Team, 2020). The GLM
analysis we used the package glm (Hastie and Pregibon 1992). The maps we used
raster package (Hijmans et al. 2013).

RESULTS
We detected that soil fertility and water table depth had, on average,
stronger effects on hydraulic resistance metrics than the climatic water deficit
(MCWD) (Table 1). The effect of soil fertility is stronger on P12 and P50, in
interaction with MCWD, while P88 is driven only by water table depth and soil
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fertility (Fig. 1). In the initial phase of the cavitation process (P12), the hydraulic
resistance increases as the water table gets deeper (Fig. 1a). Phosphorus doesn´t
have a simple average effect on P12 (Fig. 1b). MCWD has a positive average effect on
P12 (Table 1), but interacts with phosphorus. The interaction of MCWD and
phosphorus means that surprisingly, in dry areas combined with high phosphorus
plants select low embolism resistance, but under high phosphorus the response is
the opposite (Fig. 1c).
The responses are similar for P50, with hydraulic resistance
increasing with WTD (Fig. 1d) and decreasing with phosphorus content (Fig. 1e),
but the effect of WTD is stronger than for P12. The interaction of MCWD and
phosphorus is also present in the best model for P50, with the same trends
described for P12 (Fig. 1f). P88 increases with WTD (Fig. 1g) and decreases with
phosphorus (Table 1, Fig. 1h), but there is no direct effect or interaction with MCWD
(Fig. 1i). MCWD has a high relative weight for predicting P12 (0.94), but this reduces
to P50 (0.81) and even lower P88 (0.47). The water table depth has a relatively
constant weight over P12 (0.91), P50 (0.99) and P88 (0.99). Fertility also has a
similar relative weight along variables P12 (0.99), P50 (0.99) and P88 (0.90).
We also tested models including soil fertility as represented by cation
content (instead of phosphorus), which provided similar results as those presented
above, except that in this case soil fertility interacted with WTD or MCWD in their
effects onP12 and P50, respectively (Table S2).

IMPLICATIONS

FOR HYDRAULIC STRATEGIES AND THE RESPONSES OF THE

AMAZON RAINFOREST TO DROUGHT
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We found areas with high vulnerability to embolism in regions that
are fertile, ranging from places with less to higher seasonality of precipitation (Fig.
2). We found a significant relationship of mortality data with P88 (p = 0.007; Fig. 2a,
insertion); P50 (p < 0.001; Fig. 2b, insertion) and P12 (p < 0.001; Fig. 2c, insertion),
which is good evidence that our modeled embolism resistance has an association
with mortality in the Amazon.
Given that hydraulic resistance is mostly affected by a combination
of water table depth and soil fertility, we used their combinations to generate four
hydraulic strategies (Fig. 3). The frequency of P12, P50 and P88 distribution
according to the strategies given by the combinations of soil fertility and water table
depth shows that high fertility selects a high diversity of hydraulic (vulnerable and
safe trees) however the response combined with shallow water table depth rise the
frequency of riskier hydraulic systems, while deep water table depth and nutrientpoor soils generate the safer hydraulic strategies, even though it has the less diverse
hydraulic distribution.

DISCUSSION
The Amazon has a huge environmental heterogeneity, which makes
it complex to predict tree’s drought response in the future. Different sources of
evidence point out that variation in precipitation, hydrology and fertility can affect
plant hydraulics, and in this study we tested how these factors affect trees in the
Amazon. We show that shallow water tables and high soil fertility are the main
drivers of risky hydraulic systems. Interestingly, precipitation alone affects only the
early stages of embolism (P12) and also in conjunction with soil fertility. Although
the combination of high fertility and shallow water table is consistently the riskiest
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hydraulic strategy in the basin, sites with high fertility select a high diversity of
hydraulic traits regardless of water table depth, which makes prediction of their
responses to future droughts difficult.
Water table depth and fertility were better predictors of embolism
resistance than average climatic water deficit, even when MCWD was controlled in
a multiple regression model. Precipitation is hypothesized to be the most important
determinant of the plant hydraulic response (Choat et al. 2012; Oliveira et al. 2021),
with embolism resistance expected to increase with aridity (Li et al. 2018). The
effect of precipitation on plant hydraulics seems to be consistent only when
sampling encompasses large water deficit gradients across different ecosystems
(Trueba et al. 2017), although a previous study comparing two Amazonian sites
found a larger community-level embolism resistance (P88) at the site with greater
average precipitation deficit (Barros et al. 2019). However, this pattern has not been
tested before while simultaneously controlling for important environmental
variables such as soil fertility, that strongly affects morphological traits that might
affect hydraulics (e.g., wood density, leaf density), and water table depth, that affects
water availability to plants within the same climate. We found that shallow water
table depths, which might relate to water access by roots (Fan et al. 2017), was
consistently related to decreased embolism resistance. These patterns were shown
in the Amazon before only on local scales (Oliveira et al. 2019; Fontes et al. 2020).
Here we are able, for the first time, to extend these results to larger scales and across
different environments of the Amazon basin, showing that water table depth is a
stronger driver of embolism resistance of Amazon trees than climatic water deficit.
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The effect of soil fertility on tree hydraulic responses have not yet
been tested before at the large scale of the Amazon basin, although this hypothesis
has been raised recently based on empirical data (Oliveira et al. 2021). Basically if
the 'fast-slow' plant economics spectrum holds over all organs and across all
resources, as proposed by (Reich 2014) the logic is straightforward: adjustments to
nutrient and water levels might be part of the same evolutionary strategy, as they
require similar adaptive traits. In resource rich conditions, these are traits that
promote high water conductivity to supply the leaves and high nutrient acquisition
and consumption rates, reducing the residence time of these resources in the plant
through fast growth rates. On the opposite side of low resource supply, investments
in strong tissues to protect the hard-won nutrients help create a safe hydraulic
system and reduce the needed water to supply the slow growth. Our results
confirmed this hypothesis, showing that, in general, increased fertility decreases the
resistance to embolism on different sites in the Amazon forest. Controlling these
factors and considering the possible interactions, the effect of precipitation deficit
seems to be important only in interaction with fertility, associated with a hydraulic
conductivity threshold where plants may be regulating their stomata. The
mechanisms that may underlie these responses are discussed next.
Higher MCWD, on average, increases embolism resistance at the
initial phase of the cavitation process (Table 1), however phosphorus is such a
strong driver of acquisitive functional strategies that even in places with high
climatic water deficit, low embolism resistance plants are selected (Fig 1b). The
selection of plants with low embolism resistance in drier climates seems
counterintuitive. However, previous studies considering temperate species showed
that increasing phosphorus supply increases embolism resistance, possibly because
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it reduces pit membrane pore size (Harvey 1997). However, the mobilization and
absorption of nutrients in plants might differ with speed and intensity by the
increasing other nutrients supply (Harvey and van den Driessche 1999). For
example, increasing concentration of exchangeable cations would improve stomatal
regulation through osmoregulation (Wang et al. 2016). Specifically, potassium
serves as an enzyme cofactor, an osmoticum, and electrolyte at membranes, thus,
increased potassium concentration could increase the efficiency of stomatal control
(Liu et al. 2006). Our results showed that the increased concentration of
exchangeable cations reduces the resistance to embolism in the initial stages of the
cavitation process (P12) and return points (P50) (Table S2). Therefore, high
concentration of exchangeable cations could lead to a strong performance of
stomata at the beginning of the cavitation process, which could provide a large
hydraulic safety margin. This is a strategy that works well in short droughts such as
the ones we recently experienced in the Amazon in 2015. This suggests that stomatal
regulation in fertile sites may be playing a more important role than other strategies
to deal with droughts. Due to the potential difference in nutrient functions in plants
(see a summary in Fig. S4) we suggest disentangling the role of each nutrient
requires specific experiments in the future to investigate and confirm these effects
in more detail.
Our results show that fertility and its interaction with precipitation
not only determine the average tree hydraulic strategy of a site, but also have
specific effects on different phases of the cavitation process (i.e., P12, P50, and P88).
This helps to explain why the effect of climate is less important than fertility for
predicting hydraulic responses along the environmental gradients of the Amazon.
Precipitation deficit affects water potentials related to the initial phase of the
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embolism process (P12), but it only affects the point of incipient damage to plant
functionality (P50) interacting with soil nutrients. This may arise because earlier
phases of cavitation vulnerability are potentially at levels where stomatal regulation
can strongly mitigate hydraulic vulnerability to droughts, e.g., by preventing the
development of higher xylem pressures leading to cavitation. Assessing the
environmental effects over the sequential phases of the embolism process allowed
the detection of responses that are expected to limit severe drought damage to
plants lacking resistant hydraulic systems due to the selection for fast growth under
high resource levels. Plants are expected to undergo stomatal closure at sufficiently
high water potentials to prevent wilting and/or substantial (i.e., ≥50%) declines in
stem hydraulic conductivity and high nutrient content can help this strategy, likely
protecting the xylem from catastrophic embolism during short drought. Therefore,
even if plants selected under high nutrient conditions have generally more
vulnerable hydraulic systems that maximize water transport as part of the
acquisitive economic coordination, high nutrient levels seem to offer a potential
rescue pathway through stomatal regulation, although this route is probably not
enough to prevent hydraulic failure under prolonged or more intense droughts. We
conclude that within the range of climatic conditions represented in the Amazon
basin, climatic water deficit (MCWD) is relevant to the initial phases (P12) of the
cavitation process. However, the effect of MCWD on the point of incipient damage to
plant functionality (P50) can only be understood in interaction with soil fertility,
thus higher MCWD is indeed associated with the construction of safer xylem tissues
as hypothesized (Choat et al. 2012; Oliveira et al. 2021) -- but only when combined
with low soil fertility.
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IMPLICATIONS

FOR HYDRAULIC STRATEGIES AND THE RESPONSES OF THE

AMAZON FORESTS TO DROUGHTS
Current knowledge about tree mortality in the Amazon suggests that
species-level growth rate is the single most important predictor of tree death, with
faster-growing species being at higher risk (Esquivel Muelbert et al. 2020). Plants
growing in fertile soils tend to grow faster (Malhi et al. 2015) and consequently
develop a hydraulic system more vulnerable to cavitation (this study), and these
places have a tendency to have higher mortality rates (Quesada et al. 2012). These
high mortality rates emerge from the short life cycles of fast-growing plants
irrespective of climate, but may be exacerbated by droughts. But alternative
strategies can be found within fertile soils, linked either to environmental buffers or
plant strategies. Plants protected by the hydrological environment are
those growing over terrains with easy access to the groundwater, which will be
protected from drought-induced mortality by water availability (Sousa et al. 2020)
even though we have shown they have vulnerable hydraulic systems. When the
hydrological environment does not provide protection, such as when the water
table is deep, plants can develop safer hydraulic systems, as we have shown here,
or alternatively deep root systems to access water. And we hypothesize a direct
response to the high nutrient content soils, when plants can take advantage of these
nutrients to develop a sensitive stomatal regulation to prevent increased embolism
levels. The presence of these additional strategies to deal with drought (ample
water supply to roots and/or strong stomatal regulation) increases the resilience of
the forest under current and past conditions. However, with the anticipated
intensification of droughts in the future, forests growing on soils with high fertility,
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which are the most productive in the Amazon, may reach a threshold where these
leaf and root strategies will eventually fail, so the next level of plant responses will
be at the hydraulic system itself, here represented by P50 and P88.
The embolism resistance values derived from our models over the
Amazon basin were related to the mortality rates of (Esquivel-Muelbert et al. 2020).
We consistently find that locations with environmental combinations selecting high
vulnerability to embolism have higher tree mortality. The patterns could be more
clear if we had information on mortality caused only by extreme droughts, which is
currently not available. But these patterns are still useful to determine where the
forests are likely more vulnerable to embolism and may be more sensitive to
biomass loss through dramatic mortality, intensifying forest dynamics and
potentially leading to an imbalance between mortality and recruitment, or
decreased productivity through stomatal control of photosynthesis.
Another useful finding was when we separated the regions into
fertility and WTD, because these were the most important drivers of embolism
resistance. We point out that across the basin high fertility selects for a greater
diversity of hydraulic responses. However, these are regions where the riskiest
strategies appear, specially associated with shallow water tables. On another hand,
a deep-water table combined with low fertile soil produced the safest hydraulic
system. In general, the high diversity of hydraulic strategy associated with fertility
means that these areas may have a more varied response to drought making it
difficult to predict.

CONCLUSIONS
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In the Amazon Forest, soil fertility and local soil hydrology are more
critical drivers of hydraulic strategies, while precipitation deficits had a secondary
effect. The interaction of precipitation deficits and soil nutrients play an important
role in the beginning phases of the cavitation process (P12) and the point of
incipient damage to plant functionality (P50), since high fertility, although selecting
species with unsafe hydraulic systems, may counterbalance some of the negative
drought effects through improved stomatal regulation under dry climates. Shallow
water tables also select unsafe hydraulic systems, but may buffer negative drought
effects if water levels do not drop below the reach of roots. Given that forests
growing on high fertility soil have the riskier hydraulic systems, these might be the
most vulnerable to frequent and prolonged droughts, but their large diversity of
hydraulic responses makes predictions difficult as they may depend on how intense
droughts will affect the groundwater levels.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1: The best statistical models (ΔAIC = 0; Table 1) considering phosphorus (P) as
fertility (a-c) water potential point indicating the start of cavitation (P12); (d-f)
water potential at which 50% loss of conductivity is lost (P50); (g-h) water potential
point associated with dieback (P88). The lines fitted represent the partial effect from
the best model considering P, showing the significant relationship between (a, d and
g) WTD versus P12, P50 and P88 respectively. Non-significative effect of P to predict
P12 (b) and the significant relationship between P versus P50 and P88 (e and h). (c
145

and f) significant interaction with P and maximum climatological water deficit
(MCWD) to predict P12 and P50 and non-significant effect on P88 (i). The colors are
representing the soil fertility as exchangeable cations concentration (ECC), low <
1,21> high (cmol/kg), notice in panels b, e, and h sites with soils rich in ECC do not
necessarily have high soil phosphorus availability. close to zero WTD means shallow
water table depth to -20 which means deep water table.
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Fig 2. Embolism resistance modeled along the basin considering (a) P12 (b) P50 and
(c) P88. The circles are the annual mortality rates from Esquivel-Muelbert et al.,
2021, circle size proportional to the mortality rate. The graphs inserted in a, b and
c represent the relationship between mortality versus P12, P50 and P88
respectively.
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Fig 3. Density of distribution of embolism resistance modeled across the amazon and
separated by different regions with high fertility considering exchangeable cations
concentration above 1,21 (cmol/kg) and deep-water-table above than 5m, for (a)
P12; (b)P50 and (c) P88 also represented by the colors.
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TABLES
Table 1: Statistical models (ΔAIC < 2) considering water table depth (WTD); Maximum
Climatological Water Deficit (MCWD); and soil fertility represented by phosphorus (P) to
predict the water potential point indicating the start of cavitation (P12), the water potential
at which 50% loss of conductivity is lost (P50) and the water potential point associated with
dieback (P88).
Independent
var

Dependent
var

var. 1

var. 2

var. 3

var.4

var.5

r2

AIC

ΔAIC

WTD,MCWD,P P12

- WTD*

- P ns

+ MCWD*

+ MCWD:P**

–

0.18

244.4

0

WTD,MCWD,P P50

- WTD***

- P**

+ MCWD ns

+ MCWD:P*

–

0.27

308.4

0

WTD,MCWD,P P50

- WTD***

- P*

+ MCWD ns

+ MCWD:P*

+ WTD:P ns

0.27

310

1.6

WTD,MCWD,P P50

- WTD***

- P***

–

–

–

0.22

310.4

1.97

WTD,MCWD,P P50

- WTD**

- P**

+ MCWD ns

+ MCWD:P**

+ WTD:MCWD ns

0.27

310.4

1.99

WTD,MCWD,P P88

- WTD***

- P**

–

–

–

0.13

513.8

0

WTD,MCWD,P P88

- WTD***

- P**

- WTD:P ns

–

–

0.13

515.8

1.96

Codes: '***' 0.001; '**' 0.01; '*' 0.05; '.' 0.1 'ns' not significant; '+' Positive effect; '-' Negative
effect '–' Variable not included in the model.
Abbreviations: AIC akaike's information criterion.
r²: Likelihood-ratio based.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Figure S1. Distribution along the Amazon basin (a) water table depth (b) fertility
(c) climatological maximum water deficit. 1 km grid with resampling method to
standardize the different scales, the plus sign represents the sampled site for this
study.
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Figure S2. Relationship between soil phosphorus availability (P) versus
concentration of exchangeable cations (SB).
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Figure S3. Vulnerability curves for the four sites studied.
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Figure S4. Summary of potential effects of fertility on resistance to embolism in
plants.
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Table S1. Number of individuals by species studied at each site.
site.name

species.name

n

AC-CATU

Anaxagorea brevipes

3

AC-CATU

Arouna guianensis

2

AC-CATU

Eschweilera ovalifolia

3

AC-CATU

Guarea pterorhachis

2

AC-CATU

Iryanthera juruensis

2

AC-CATU

Iryanthera laevis

1

AC-CATU

Metrodorea flavida

3

AC-CATU

Mouriri sp.

2

AC-CATU

Poecilanthe effusa

2

AC-CATU

Pseudolmedia laevis

3

AC-CATU

Quararibea caldasiana

3

AC-CATU

Theobroma cacao

3

AC-CATU

Tovomita sp.

3

AC-CATU

Virola caducifolia

2

AM-DUCK

Adiscanthus fusciflorus

3

AM-DUCK

Chrysophyllum sanguinolentum

3

AM-DUCK

Chrysophyllum ucuquirana-branca 2

AM-DUCK

Eperua duckeana

5

AM-DUCK

Guatteria discolor

2

AM-DUCK

Guatteria megalophylla

3

AM-DUCK

Guatteria olivacea

1

AM-DUCK

Iryanthera ulei

1

AM-DUCK

Licania heteromorpha

3
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AM-DUCK

Licania longistyla

1

AM-DUCK

Licania macrophylla

4

AM-DUCK

Micropholis williamii

4

AM-DUCK

Pogonophora schomburgkiana

1

AM-DUCK

Pouteria peruviensis

1

AM-DUCK

Protium grandifolium

2

AM-DUCK

Protium nitidifolium

4

AM-DUCK

Protium trifoliolatum

3

AM-DUCK

Swartzia lamellata

1

AM-DUCK

Swartzia ulei

1

AM-DUCK

Virola venosa

1

AM-DUCK

Zygia ramiflora

2

AM-REBI

Amphirrhox longifolia

1

AM-REBI

Carapa guianensis

2

AM-REBI

Eschweilera pedicellata

2

AM-REBI

Eschweilera sp.

1

AM-REBI

Eugenia patrisii

3

AM-REBI

Guarea humaitensis

1

AM-REBI

Guarea kunthiana

4

AM-REBI

Inga edulis

1

AM-REBI

Inga melinonis

2

AM-REBI

Inga sp.

1

AM-REBI

Jacaratia digitata

2

AM-REBI

Naucleopsis ulei

3

AM-REBI

Perebea guianensis

2

AM-REBI

Protium apiculatum

1
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AM-REBI

Protium nitidifolium

1

AM-REBI

Quararibea ochrocalyx

4

AM-REBI

Sagotia brachysepala

3

AM-REBI

Tetragastris altissima

2

AM-REBI

Tetragastris catuaba

1

AM-REBI

Theobroma microcarpum

4

MT-COTR

Anaxagorea manausensis

1

MT-COTR

Buchenavia ochroprumna

2

MT-COTR

Calophyllum brasiliense

2

MT-COTR

Caryocar microcarpum

2

MT-COTR

Clarisia biflora

1

MT-COTR

Clavija lancifolia

1

MT-COTR

Dialium guianense

1

MT-COTR

Eschweilera coriacea

2

MT-COTR

Hymenolobium modestum

1

MT-COTR

Leonia glycycarpa

1

MT-COTR

Macrolobium sp.

2

MT-COTR

Metrodorea flavida

3

MT-COTR

Phellocarpus amazonum

1

MT-COTR

Pouteria reticulata

4

MT-COTR

Simarouba amara

1

MT-COTR

Tetragastris altissima

10

MT-COTR

Theobroma microcarpum

3

MT-COTR

Theobroma subincanum

1

MT-COTR

Theobroma sylvestre

3
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Table S2. Statistical models (ΔAIC < 2) considering water table depth (WTD);
Maximum Climatological Water Deficit (MCWD); and soil fertility represented by
phosphorus (P) to predict water potential point indicating the start of cavitation
(P12, water potential at which 50% loss of conductivity is lost (P50) and water
potential point associated with dieback (P88).
Fertility
data

Ind. var.

Dep. Var.

var. 1

var. 2

var. 3

var.4

var.5

var.6

r2

AIC

ΔAIC

Local

WTD,MCWD
,ECC

P12

- WTD ns

- ECC*

+ MCWD*

+ MCWD:ECC*

- MCWD:WTD ns

+ ECC:WTD*

0.16

252.7

0

Local

WTD,MCWD
,ECC

P12

- WTD ns

- ECC*

+ MCWD*

+ MCWD:ECC*

+ ECC:WTD*

–

0.13

253.2

0.47

Local

WTD,MCWD
,ECC

P12

- WTD**

- ECC**

+ MCWD**

+ MCWD:ECC**

–

–

0.17

322.7

0

Local

WTD,MCWD
,ECC

P50

- WTD*

- ECC*

+ MCWD**

+ MCWD:ECC **

+ MCWD:WTD ns

–

0.17

324.3

1.6

Local

WTD,MCWD
,ECC

P50

- WTD**

- ECC**

+ MCWD**

+ MCWD:ECC**

+ ECC:WTD ns

–

0.17

324.5

1.8

Local

WTD,MCWD
,ECC

P88

-WTD***

-ECC*

+ MCWD **

+ MCWD:ECC***

–

–

0.159

-514.4

0

Local

WTD,MCWD
,ECC

P88

-WTD***

-ECC*

+ MCWD **

+ MCWD:ECC**

- WTD:ECC ns

–

0.166

515.9

1.4

Basin

WTD,MCWD
,ECC

P12

- WTD ns

- ECC***

+ MCWD*

+ MCWD:ECC*

–

–

0.16

144.17

0.00

Basin

WTD,MCWD
,ECC

P50

- WTD**

- ECC***

+ MCWD***

+ MCWD:ECC**

0.21

317.09

0.00

Basin

WTD,MCWD
,ECC

P88

- WTD***

–

–

–

–

–

0.08

517.26

0.00

Basin

WTD,MCWD
,ECC

P88

-WTD***

-ECC*

+ MCWD **

+ MCWD:ECC**

- WTD:ECC .

–

0.15

518.09

0.83

Codes: '***' 0.001; '**' 0.01; '*' 0.05; '.' 0.1 'ns' not significant; '+' Positive effect; '-'
Negative effect '–' Variable not included in the model.
Abbreviations: AIC akaike's information criterion.
r²: Likelihood-ratio based.
WTD from (Fan et al. 2017).
MCWD from Tropical rainfall measuring mission (TRMM).
ECC from (Zuquim et al. 2019).
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CONCLUSÕES GERAIS
A partir dos resultados desta tese, pode-se concluir que para implementar melhorias
nas predições sobre a resiliência da floresta Amazônica em relação ao futuro
climático, é preciso considerar a variação dos indivíduos dentro da espécie, como foi
mostrado no primeiro capítulo. Esse tipo de abordagem vai permitir avançar nosso
entendimento sobre as respostas das espécies em relação ao ganho de carbono em
conjunto com as regulações hídricas, o que pode guiar a ciência para o próximo
passo para uma compreensão mais abrangente sobre a ecofisiologia de árvores
tropicais em resposta às mudanças climáticas. O capítulo dois mostrou que as taxas
de crescimento de muitas espécies de árvores tropicais podem diminuir, com o
aumento das temperaturas e secas mais frequentes. Essas descobertas são
importantes para aprofundar nossa compreensão dos efeitos da temperatura sobre
a composição das espécies e mudanças na biodiversidade e suas implicações na
dinâmica do carbono da floresta. E finalmente o terceiro capítulo mostrou que a
profundidade do lençol freático e fertilidade são os determinantes principais das
estratégias hidráulicas das árvores Amazônicas. Isso é consistente com a filtragem
da estratégia aquisitiva, as árvores tendem a desenvolver um sistema hidráulico
mais vulnerável onde a disponibilidade de recursos é alta, com a implicação de
árvores nesses locais terem maior probabilidade de serem mais afetadas durante
secas intensas e longas.
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